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Chapter 1481 - Accidentally Entering the Underground Manor 

Shi Hao chased anxiously. He was a bit annoyed, and also a bit speechless. This was just a stalk of 

immortal medicine, yet it actually fought with him over the rotten wooden chest, seizing this mysterious 

chest. 

Could it be that it knew something, and that was why it led Shi Hao into the vile earth, in the end even 

taking the advantage to seize his natural luck?! 

“If you don’t leave behind the chest, when I catch you, I am going to directly stew you!” Shi Hao 

threatened. 

This long life tree was extremely fast, moving on the surface. It moved through the mist like a streak of 

flowing light, extremely fast, completely unstoppable. 

When it heard this threat, this precious tree became faster, clearly scared badly. At the same time, it 

also acted to resist Shi Hao’s threat. 

Shi Hao took action. Lightning dao symbols flickered, streak after streak of lightning shot out, moving 

through the earth to strike it. Unfortunately, this medicine was too fast, leaving behind afterimages, 

continuously changing directions, avoiding all of them. 

Hong! 

Shi Hao condensed a fist imprint, striking out, directly blasting through this earth layer. Dazzling light 

was released, making this place cave in, releasing an intense great earthquake. 

At this moment, the mountain region on the surface broke apart, completely collapsing. Rubble and 

other things rushed into the sky, blasting through the clouds. 

The long life medicine ran even faster. It didn’t have extremely great combat strength, but it was an 

escape master, few could compare to it. At the same time, it could pass through all types of magical 

formations’ restrictions. 

“Where do you think you are going?” Shi Hao grinded his teeth in annoyance. This medicine was too 

cunning, actually leaving him further and further behind. If not for him locking onto its aura, he would 

have long lost it. 

“Over there!” In the sky, Emperor Clan’s young expert, Gu Clan’s inheritor, and the Fearless Lion chased 

over. They saw that this part of the mountain region collapse, smoke rushing into the heavens. 

Chi! 

Three streaks of light shot over, every single one as thick as a mountain peak. They all blasted apart the 

great earth, making this place rumble. 

Giant streaks of light entered the depths of the earth, forming a terrifying black great abyss! 



Shi Hao frowned. He was almost struck. This result was extremely terrible. He was already trying to 

chase down this long life medicine, and now he was even being disturbed by others, forced to deal with 

the three great experts. 

Moreover, after this disturbance, the long life medicine actually disappeared! 

“Get lost!” 

Shi Hao was resentful, rushing out from the ground’s surface, directly sending several fists out, powerful 

and domineering. The sky dome immediately collapsed, large amounts of cracks extending in all 

directions. 

The three great experts dodged, not taking on the blow. They frowned, not wishing to fight against him. 

Intercepting the immortal medicine was what was most important. They were worried that it would use 

this opportunity to disappear without a trace. 

“Void Ripples!” Gu Clan’s young expert released a shout, displaying a type of secret method. The space 

all around him immediately resonated, divine light turning into ripples, spreading in all directions. 

“It’s over there!” He released a shout, pointing in a direction. 

Gu Clan grasped the spatial great dao, extremely sensitive towards the world’s void. Just now, he used a 

type of innate secret method to sense the surrounding creatures, locating the long life medicine. 

Shi Hao naturally wouldn’t fall behind. He also rushed over. He held a leaf from that medicine, so he also 

sensed that it was over there. 

Hong! 

During the process, Shi Hao wasn’t polite at all, taking the initiative to attack the three individuals, 

sending a streak of lightning over. This streak of lightning was extremely unordinary, carrying lightning 

pool imprints. 

Great heavenly tribulation was almost guided over on the spot! 

The main thing was that right now, Shi Hao didn’t have enough time to prepare, having no way of 

producing the most powerful lightning tribulation. 

However, despite this being the case, the Fearless Lion was still shocked. When it stared at Shi Hao, it 

surged with killing intent, deciding that it was going to kill him now that he was outside of Imperial Pass. 

They fought while chasing after the long life medicine. Soon afterwards, they separated. Because Shi 

Hao had the connection from the leaf, he entered the ground alone, chasing after that ‘thief’. 

He saw that tree several times, carrying that wooden chest, fading in and out of existence right before 

his eyes. 

It had to be said that its speed really was too shocking. Regardless of whether it was the foreign side’s 

three great experts or Shi Hao, they were all left behind. 



It was because it was an immortal medicine, its earth escape method brought to the point of perfection. 

The other creatures had no way of comparing to it, not even Shi Hao’s powerful strength enough, at the 

very least, he was inferior to its escape methods. 

Hong! 

Suddenly, the immortal medicine rushed out from the ground surface, rushing high up into the sky. It 

flew in the void, speed astonishing and incomparable. 

When Shi Hao rushed over as well, all of the bones in his body released loud and clear sounds, radiance 

surging outwards. Then, he discovered that his own flesh and blood were reconstructed. 

In the distance, the three great foreign young experts were also like this, their flesh being reproduced, 

recovering. 

When they turned around, they discovered that they were already far from that holy land and vile earth, 

which was why the abnormalities that happened to their bodies had disappeared without a trace. 

“Did that female undead knight leave?” Shi Hao turned around towards the direction of the holy land. 

He didn’t believe the so-called butterfly incarnation this entire time, firmly believing that he wasn’t 

living the dream of another. 

Unfortunately, he didn’t see the female undead knight. This time, he couldn’t rationalize why. 

In reality, when he discovered the three skeletons in the vile earth, he already understood why it was 

like this. It definitely had something to do with that ancient land, and not the butterfly incarnation. 

“Huang, hand over your life!” 

After the flesh and blood regenerated, the Fearless Lion became more and more resplendent, golden 

mane hanging down to the ground. Its golden body was massive, hair shining, making it look like a sun. 

Its voice was extremely great, possessing powerful explosive force. If its cultivation was a bit higher, it 

could simply make the sun, moon, and stars fall from the heavens! 

“Your hostility against me is that strong?” Shi Hao first gave it a look, and then looked at the immortal 

medicine that disappeared into the horizon. 

“What a pity, time is pressing. Otherwise, I would immediately wipe out your entire traitorous clan!” Shi 

Hao said, chasing after it again. 

“I don’t need a reason to kill you!” The Fearless Lion said coldly. With a hong sound, a large golden claw 

slapped outwards, surrounding this part of the sky. 

The Fearless Lion’s power was something difficult for others to fathom. 

What it displayed was the ‘Kingdom Within Palm’ of the past ancient monk bloodline. It formed a world, 

wishing to make Shi Hao stay behind, completely refine him. 

“I forgot to tell you that not long ago, I killed three golden lions in the vile earth. When I have the time, it 

will be your turn!” Shi Hao said. The sword core in his hands shone, releasing a world-shaking strike. 



Before the monk kingdom within the palm closed, the sword hacked open the universe, allowing him to 

rush out. 

Hong! 

The Gu Clan expert took action. A time spear flew out, piercing through heaven and earth, aiming at Shi 

Hao’s lower back. 

Dang! 

Shi Hao didn’t turn around. The Imperishable Scripture appeared on the surface of the sword core, 

brilliant and intimidating. With a turn of the sword, that astonishing spear was hacked through. 

“Remember, after I seize that rotten wooden chest, I will definitely settle things with you all!” Shi Hao 

said. He then chased after it again. 

Suddenly, a wave of icy coldness swept out. This entire region became extremely still and cold. There 

was a lot of plant life on the ground, also stretching quite tall, but they just gave off a bit of a cold 

feeling. The trees all looked like they were petrified, not moving at all. 

Shi Hao sped along, not willing to stop for rest. Sure enough, he discovered the immortal medicine’s 

traces again. He rushed into this region. 

Right now, the long life immortal medicine’s speed became a bit slower. It continuously cursed out, 

because it was too tired. Even though its innate escape methods were unmatched, after being chased 

down like this, it was still starting to run out of stamina. 

Regardless of where it ran, that person could still catch up to it, moreover ultimately find it. This left it 

feeling a bit helpless. 

Chi! 

It entered the ground again, entering the deathly still bitter cold earth. 

Shi Hao didn’t hesitate, also rushing down. In that instant, he entered the depths of this quiet ancient 

land, arriving underground, chasing after the immortal medicine. 

Suddenly, Shi Hao felt as if something wasn’t quite right. The gloominess here made his skin produce 

small goosebumps, as if his soul was even about to be frozen solid, just too cold. 

Peng! 

The immortal medicine stumbled as if it was a person, almost falling. Then, it moved past the obstacle in 

its way before running again. 

Meanwhile, when Shi Hao passed by this place, a deathly white hand appeared from the darkness, 

grabbing his arm. That type of icy-coldness was enough to make even one’s bones freeze. 

There was a coffin here. Suddenly, a deathly pale palm reached out from the darkness, grabbing his arm. 

That icy-coldness made even one’s bone marrow freeze. 



Shi Hao’s fine hairs stood on end, not expecting to encounter this type of strange thing. Fortunately, his 

reaction was fast enough, even though his arm made contact, he broke free, not being grabbed. 

Undead knight! 

Shi Hao immediately understood. No wonder there was that gloomy coldness before! He actually 

accidentally entered a burial land branch vein, entering inside. 

Hou! 

A great roar sounded. Black mists surged. The coffin in the back completely split open, a terrifying 

creature struggling free, chasing after Shi Hao. 

An undead knight that had been asleep for endless years was alarmed, coming out of the coffin to hunt 

him down! 

The only fortunate thing was that even though the undead knight’s cultivation realm was higher than 

his, it wasn’t too ridiculously so, unable to immediately lock down this place. 

Shi Hao didn’t have any interest in confronting it, immediately turning around to run, still chasing after 

that stalk of long life medicine. 

“There should only be one undead knight, right?” Shi Hao said to himself. If he ended up rushing into an 

undead knight pit, then that would be much more troublesome. 

However, based on normal reasoning, the creatures here liked to remain asleep. If he was a bit more 

careful and prudent, there shouldn’t be too many issues. n𝓸𝓋𝑬(𝗅𝑩-1n 

The immortal medicine ran extremely quickly, fleeing for its life. That undead knight’s appearance 

startled it, because just now, it was almost caught as well. 

One had to understand that it came precisely from the very depths of the Ancient Burial Region. It 

definitely didn’t want to enter the hands of that type of creature again. 

It already lost its trunk, having it refined into a coffin by a Burial King. 

Suddenly, Shi Hao shivered inwardly, because the underground aura here was sinister. Moreover, the 

temperature became colder and colder, making him more and more worried. 

Ah... 

Suddenly, shrill sounds rang out, released by immortal medicine. 

Shi Hao was shocked. What did that fella encounter? He really wanted to withdraw, yet he didn’t want 

to just give up like this, so he braced himself and advanced a bit further. 

The immortal medicine wanted to return the way it came, but in the end, it ran right into Shi Hao. it 

immediately panicked, having no choice but to turn around and run, charging forward. 

Shi Hao was deeply shocked. They arrived at an underground layer where many strange stone walls 

surrounding them. The immortal medicine actually couldn’t pass through, effectively blocked. 

After who knew how much time had passed, the area ahead suddenly opened up! 



The immortal medicine rushed out, moreover releasing a cry of alarm, in great alarm. 

Immediately afterwards, Shi Hao also rushed out from underground, entering a strange place. 

He immediately became a bit stupefied. He managed to finally leave the underground world, return to 

the surface? However, he still felt like something wasn’t quite right, this should still be the underground 

depths, yet he only saw a spacious ancient land. 

There was no earth in the way, this place looked like an open market. 

One could see figures everywhere, even more so some strange objects on the ground. Those creatures 

were exchanging and selling things. 

Shi Hao was stupefied. What kind of place was this? 

Was it really a village market? 

Something wasn’t right, this was clearly the underground depths! 

Soon afterwards, he understood, and then he shivered all over in fear. This was an area that belonged to 

the undead knights, their open market. He actually ran into so many of them! 

Moreover, he saw a few undead knights who lacked death energy, extremely peaceful, about the same 

in appearance as regular creatures. He immediately knew that these were Golden Undead Knights! 

Chapter 1482 - Sincere Cooperation 

He entered an undead knight nest? Shi Hao was incredibly shocked. He mysteriously entered this type of 

danger spot. This was definitely not some good place, a single mistake and he would die here. 

It was because the undead knights were too mysterious, a completely different species from him. 

Moreover, the most annoying part of this type of creature was that once they were disturbed, most of 

those who opened up their tombs died miserable deaths. Even if they managed to get away in the end, 

they still wouldn’t have good conclusions. 

Now, there was not just one or two undead knights, but a whole nest of them! 

Shi Hao’s scalp became numb, his face expressionless. He stood there quietly. 

That stalk of immortal medicine was also dumbstruck, losing its head out of fear. It had just escaped 

from the depths of the most ancient burial land, yet in the end, it entered this ‘den of wolves’. 

A group of undead knights looked over, staring at Shi Hao, and then at the immortal medicine, their eyes 

all cold and deep, some also extremely empty, lacking life force. 

This made one feel as if their skin was being pricked, a stinging pain, even more so ice-cold, as if they 

had been targeted by a group of malicious spirits. 

Shi Hao felt uneasy. There was already an undead knight leaving, so he couldn’t back off now. Moreover, 

it wasn’t an ordinary creature, but rather a monster with three heads and six arms, entire body pitch-

black like ink. Dark light flickered from time to time, death aura spreading over. 

This undead knight was at least in the Self Release Realm, strength extremely strong. 



Shi Hao braced himself, walking forward into this spacious area. He chose a favorable position for 

himself, at the same time observing if there were others coming out. 

This was an open market with quite a few undead knights coming and going. It was as if they had set up 

stalls, quite a few of the items strange ancient artifacts. 

“A de la duo a...” 

Up ahead, a person pointed, releasing this type of voice, pointing at the immortal medicine, and then 

looked towards Shi Hao. 

What was the meaning of this? Shi Hao didn’t understand! 

He felt a headache. Could it be that bloodshed was inevitable? 

He looked into the distance. There were a few creatures that were no different from him, lacking death 

energy, but they were unordinary, possessing heroic appearances. These were Golden Undead Knights. 

Shi Hao’s eyes flickered with light. He decided to take the risk, go for a gamble, pretend to be a Golden 

Undead Knight. He immediately put on a pretense, coldly looking around, not saying anything. 

Then, he pointed at the immortal medicine, hinting for it to come over. 

At the same time, he transmitted sound, saying, “If you don’t want to be planted in a great grave again, 

its best if you stay at my side, stay close to me!” 

The immortal medicine felt extremely speechless. This fella really dared to threaten it even at this point, 

he really was ridiculously composed! 

All long life medicines had their own consciousness, all of them able to speak. Back then, Shi Hao had 

previously even had a conversation with the ‘White Tortoise Carrying Immortal’. 

“You are in an even more dangerous situation than me, yet you dare boast shamelessly?” After the 

immortal medicine calmed down a bit, it secretly transmitted. 

“We share interests, this is to prevent you from falling into the undead knight’s hands, planted in a 

grave, so accompany me, pretend that I am a Golden Undead Knight.” Shi Hao quickly replied. 

The immortal medicine was immediately shocked. Then, after a wave of hesitation, it decisively flew 

over. It felt like this human was too daring, perhaps this method really might work. 

“It is best if you play your part! If you harm me, I will definitely expose you! Then, you will definitely die 

without a proper burial!” The old medicine warned. 

It really couldn’t feel at ease, scared that Shi Hao would directly eat it. After all, it was a stalk of long life 

medicine, something almost all creatures wanted. 

“Relax, we are ants on the same thread right now!” Shi Hao had it calm down, try its best to play along. 

Who would have expected these two to cooperate, one man one medicine? This type of cooperation 

really was strange, especially since that medicine was an immortal root! 

Not long ago, these two were like fire and water! 



“You have to understand that once you are exposed, at most, I’ll be brought away, brought before an 

Undead King to become its coffin, while you will definitely be ripped apart! No, you’ll be refined into a 

burial slave, truly suffering a fate where it is better to be dead rather than alive!” 

The immortal medicine continued to dawdle about, trying its best to make Shi Hao understand the 

consequences of harming it, trying to scare him, fearing that Shi Hao might have bad intentions. 

“Just relax!” Shi Hao replied, and then said, “Time is pressing, hurry and reply to them, or teach me the 

ancient burial language, make me look more like a Golden Undead Knight.” 

He believed that this old medicine definitely understood the burial language after living in this ancient 

land for so long. Moreover, its understanding of Golden Undead Knights and other things definitely far 

surpassed normal people. 

“Mo sal ni ga luo...” n𝗼𝗏𝓔-𝗅𝔟(In 

The old medicine surprisingly played along, its roots and tender branches becoming less than a foot tall, 

landing on Shi Hao’s shoulder, immediately speaking a line. 

It accompanied Shi Hao, helping him get out of this dangerous situation. However, it still hung onto the 

chest like its life depended on it, not willing to give it up. 

“Ga gu mi mu...” In the distance, an undead knight walked over, smiling extremely brilliantly. He looked 

under thirty, but his strength was terrifying. 

He reached the peak of Self Release Realm, moreover, he was a Golden Undead Knight! 

He had a head of long golden hair that was extremely dazzling, fluttering in front of his chest and behind 

him like a great golden river. This was clearly an undead knight, but he was even more divine than a 

divine being, precious mist fluttering about him. 

The old medicine was like a traitor, chattering away with this Golden Undead Knight, its speed of talking 

extremely fast. 

“It really is strange, Golden Undead Knights are extremely few even in that most ancient burial land. 

Unless there is an important occasion, there wouldn’t be this many gathering.” 

The long life tree conversed with the undead knight while secretly transmitting sound to Shi Hao. It 

really was confused. 

This was extremely strange. Golden Undead Knights were extremely few in number, heirs of the ancient 

undead knights with the most powerful bloodlines. Normally speaking, they wouldn’t appear in such 

large numbers. 

Meanwhile, there were at least several dozen of them here! 

There were men and women among them, all of them surrounded by immortal mist, divine and 

auspicious, as if a group of the most powerful deities’ heirs had descended into this Burial Earth. 

“Don’t just try to talk to him alone, hurry and teach me a bit of the ancient burial language, teach me 

line by line. I have to talk to them myself, or else our cover will be blown soon!” Shi Hao said. 



There were so many undead knights around them, it was extremely dangerous! 

Even with the Everlasting Sword Core at his side that definitely had some intimidating use, once it was 

truly exposed, it might only bring about an even greater danger! 

It was because he might provoke the greed of powerful undead knights, they might come to seize the 

sword core. 

The old medicine was unwilling, but it still taught him line by line, allowing Shi Hao to converse with the 

Golden Undead Knight before him. 

Even though the language was strange, the pronunciation peculiar, understanding it difficult, Shi Hao 

could now still communicate normally with the undead knight before him. 

“Dao brother is formidable after all, bringing a long life medicine. I believe you will definitely have great 

returns in this instance of Burial Abyss exploration!” This extremely brilliant golden-haired male who 

shone like a sun said. 

He was quite easygoing and calm, carrying a warm smile as he chatted in a friendly manner. 

Shi Hao was speechless. This was clearly a burial knight! In his understanding, they were fiends among 

fiends, yet now, the other party seemed even more pure and holy than him. 

He felt like he needed to quickly change his perception, no longer view the undead knights as ghosts. 

This was a strange race, calling them the descendants of devil immortals seemed fitting. 

At the same time, Shi Hao’s mind was rising and falling with emotions, greatly shaken up. It was because 

the other party actually mentioned some Burial Abyss. What kind of place was that? Would he be able 

to obtain things by bringing the long life medicine with him? 

No wonder the old medicine wasn’t willing to teach him the burial language, it seemed like there were 

hidden secrets inside! 

Shi Hao dealt with this on his own, carefully replying while threatening the long life medicine, telling it to 

quickly explain what Burial Abyss was, what kind of benefits there were if he went there. 

“It’s best if you give up immediately, don’t even think about it!” The old medicine was incredibly upset, 

decisively refusing. 

Shi Hao’s divine senses were sharp, he immediately knew that the Burial Abyss wasn’t some good place 

for long life medicines. It was quite scared, even more so unwilling to proceed. 

“If you don’t cooperate, we will be exposed soon. I have no way of chatting with him about these things, 

I can’t blend in.” Shi Hao warned. 

“We have something to clear up first. Once we truly head out, the two of us can move completely, 

meaning that I can leave whenever I want. You cannot restrict me, or else either the fish dies or the net 

splits!” The long life tree said. 

Shi Hao was stupefied. Soon afterwards, he understood that the ‘heading out’ it spoke of pointed 

towards going into Burial Abyss. 



He was stunned, he definitely didn’t want to enter some burial clan secret earth. Now, it seemed like 

something extremely troublesome has arisen! 

“Don’t worry, I don’t have any interest in that so-called Burial Abyss! If I could, I would want to leave 

right now!” Shi Hao consoled. 

After reaching a mutual agreement like this, the man and medicine finally sincerely cooperated. 

This place was unordinary after all, actually adjacent to an ancient and mysterious black abyss. Even for 

the undead knights, that place was unfathomable. 

Even the undead knights who had lived for endless years didn’t understand it, revering it greatly! 

When Shi Hao heard of this type of situation, he was immediately shocked. In his perspective, the 

undead knights were definitely strange individuals who couldn’t be seen through. 

However, now, he discovered that this was a place that was difficult for even them to set foot in. It 

really was unimaginable. 

“The Burial Kings might know more, but they never spoke about this.” The old medicine said. 

Today, it was time for this Burial Abyss to be opened again. A few Golden Undead Knights came here for 

natural luck. 

It was because each time Burial Abyss was opened, there would be heavenly treasures, stele sutras and 

other things that appeared. Those who were lucky would be able to grasp them. 

Chapter 1483 - Golden Undead Knight 

The open market’s appearance was precisely due to Burial Abyss! 

From the past until now, every so often, Burial Abyss would open up, and then this place would become 

lively. The exceptional undead knights from various parts would gather. 

This place became a place where they exchanged for what they needed, at the same time, it served as a 

temporary rest stop. 

It was because in order to head to Burial Abyss, one needed all types of artifacts, as well as some rare 

materials. That was why some burial knights, even though they didn’t want to enter Burial Abyss, still 

came to sell ancient artifacts. 

When Shi Hao heard this, he became speechless. In his opinion, undead knights were taciturn, kept low 

profiles, slept for an endless amount of time, rarely appeared in this world. What city or other things 

was there to speak of about where they lived? 

However now, he saw an open market, shattering some of his past thinking. 

After thinking about it carefully, he became relieved again. The female undead knight had previously 

told him that undead knights weren’t just corpses that gained sentience, but were rather born. 



Since it was like this, then there would naturally be interaction between them. Even though they usually 

remained asleep, not emerging in the world for many years, there were still occasionally times of 

exchange. 

Of course, perhaps after some undead knights separated, they might only meet again after thousands of 

generations had passed. 

It was to the extent where there were acquaintances where, after they separated, the parting was 

eternal. n)/𝑜)-𝓋()𝑬-(𝓛-)𝔅))1)(n 

The behavior and lifestyles of this clan doomed their range and length of activity to be entirely different 

from everyone else. 

“When will Burial Abyss be opened?” Shi Hao secretly asked the immortal medicine, not daring to 

directly ask the Golden Undead Knight out of fear of leaking something. 

“Based on normal reasoning, it should be soon, perhaps in these next few days.” The long life medicine 

replied extremely unwillingly. 

Shi Hao nodded. He discovered that this wasn’t a clear cut time, so he could interact with the creatures 

here. He then turned around to ask that undead knight whether or not they deduced the precise time of 

opening. 

“We are about to move out soon. There are ancient undead knights who deduced that it might be today. 

Either way, it is soon, even if it opened up now, it wouldn’t interfere with much.” The Golden Undead 

Knight said. He had a head of golden hair that flowed with sunrise multicolored brilliance, extremely 

dazzling. 

His name was Sanzang, having his own name. It was clear that this robust, deity-like male had an 

extraordinary identity, because many undead knights treated him with great respect. 

“He... might be an undead king’s descendant!” The long life tree was shocked, telling Shi Hao that this 

man wasn’t simple, that he had to be careful. 

“Brother Sanzang, are you not going to introduce this new friend to me?” Right at this time, a woman 

walked over, also in human form. Her movements were full of elegance. 

Even though there were quite a few undead knights here, not all of them were human form. Many of 

them were giant beasts, there were some devil birds and other creatures. 

This woman’s skin was fair white, eyes full of life, as if they could speak. She had a head of fiery red long 

hair that fluttered about like flames. Meanwhile, her lips were also bright red, extremely captivating. 

She wore pure golden armor that flickered with dazzling brilliance. Her entire being was charming, and 

at the same time, the armor gave her an offbeat type of heroicness, making her draw great attention. 

Shi Hao really was starting to doubt if he really entered an undead knight nest, because this woman had 

red lips that literally were flaming hot, mist swirling about her, giving her a divine feeling. 

He really found it hard to associate this with death, underground, coffins, this type of thing. It really was 

as different as it could be. 



“This dao brother is Huang.” The golden undead knight Sanzang introduced. 

Shi Hao didn’t fear his identity being revealed, because when Huang was spoken in the ancient burial 

language, it was just a simple syllable and ordinary name, it wouldn’t make one develop any 

associations. 

Even if those from the other side came, if they heard the name Huang in the ancient burial language, 

they would still be completely confused, not knowing what it meant. 

“Brother Huang, nice to meet you. I am Shenming.” The fiery red-lipped, charming woman smiled as she 

walked over to greet him. 

Shi Hao was stunned. He truly suffered a great mental shock today. If he told others, who would believe 

him? The so-called burial knights were all full of life, even more divine than the creatures of the outside 

world. 

“Brother Huang could bring over a long life medicine, really is formidable. Our alliance on this side only 

brought a stalk of medicine, yet Huang could bring one all on his own, you truly are exceptional.” 

Shenming said with a smile, eyes swirling about. Her beauty could topple countries, possessing a type of 

irresistible charm. 

Shi Hao truly didn’t know whether he should feel shocked or horrified. He once again told himself that 

this was precisely a type of divine creature. Even though they enjoyed remaining underground in coffins, 

it was only a result of how their race lived, there was no need to think other thoughts. 

After getting over this, when Shi Hao faced her again, there was no longer any strange feeling. After all, 

this was a stunning woman with an extremely beautiful face that was beautiful and moving. 

He dealt with this while consulting the immortal medicine, asking it what the effects of bringing a stalk 

of long medicine into Burial Abyss would be. 

“Long life medicines can enter the burial region, able to bring back ‘heavenly treasures’ and ‘burial 

valuables’.” The immortal medicine secretly told him extremely reluctantly. If it wasn’t for this 

cooperation, it definitely wouldn’t tell him anything. 

While Shi Hao felt shock, he wanted to laugh out loudly as well. He told the old medicine that if there 

was no choice, then it had to do its best. Even if it was just for the sake of escape, it had to bring back 

some burial treasures as to not rouse suspicion. 

Of course, if it really had great uses, bringing back heaven-defying stele scriptures and other things, he 

would naturally keep them. Who knows, this trip into Burial Earth might bring him great natural luck. 

“That place is definitely not some good place, even if it is a long life medicine that enters, they will still 

be greatly affected! Please just let this go, I definitely won’t risk my life like this!” The old medicine said 

furiously. 

Shi Hao continued to interact with the female undead knight Shenming, feeling deeply shocked. The 

plant they brought was an immortal medicine after all. It swirled with brilliant colors, releasing a great 

fragrance. 



Even from far away, they could all feel the immortal dao aura. There were nine divine rings around its 

body, one around the next, forming nine halos, as if a supreme immortal king was seated here. 

This was a stalk of purple medicine, purple energy rising, multicolored light overflowing. It was as if a 

daoist was seated there, chanting scriptures, cultivating in seclusion. 

Shi Hao was extremely shocked. This stalk of medicine was strange after all, actually human-shaped. 

From its appearance, it looked like it had been harvested before as well, still not fully regrown yet. 

Saliva began to run through his mouth. He really wanted to steal it, because this long life medicine was 

just too enticing for the creatures of the outside world. 

He saw two stalks of immortal medicine in one day, this was simply like a dream! Shi Hao sighed. If he 

could bring both of them back, then that really would shake up the Nine Heavens Ten Earths! 

“This might be the medicine owned by that chicken raising fella!” The old medicine on Shi Hao’s 

shoulder secretly said. 

Shi Hao was first shocked, and then he realized what it meant. 

The so-called chicken raiser pointed at the powerful giant in the depths of the Ancient Burial Region. It 

was rumored that he previously found a True Phoenix who failed its rebirth, rescuing it. 

Now, its feathers were gone, after being buried in a grave for endless years, it developed intelligence 

again. It was really like a chicken, roaming by that terrifying existence’s entrance. 

It was clear that Shenming’s origins were terrifying. Otherwise, how would she manage to borrow this 

stalk of medicine?! 

Even though these Golden Undead Knights were divided into several groups, with Sanzang and 

Shenming in the lead, even if others were more powerful than them, they still treated them with great 

respect. 

“Brother Huang, do you have anything to exchange? You should take a look around to see if there is 

anything you need, we are going to head out soon.” Sanzang said. 

“Understood.” Shi Hao nodded. He put on an act, starting to examine the goods on the ground. In 

reality, he really couldn’t tell what they were, these things were too old. 

However, he had to at least look the part. 

What was that? A lump of dried blood? It was actually placed carefully on a piece of purple-gold coffin 

board, displayed like that. It seemed to be extremely precious. 

“Do you know what these things are? Should I grab some?” Shi Hao asked the old medicine. 

“They are all extremely precious, some rarely seen treasures in Burial Earth. You won’t be able to 

exchange for any of them.” The old medicine said. 

Shi Hao didn’t really believe it. His eyes moved towards the lump of dried blood he saw before. It was 

dark and swarthy, really not looking all that glamorous. 



“This is definitely the blood of an unmatched great figure. Don’t think that it is dried-up, lacking vitality, 

it is still a burial treasure with great uses. If you have something to exchange for it, then you should 

hurry and try to get it.” The long life tree said. 

Shi Hao felt some hesitation. He really didn’t see what was special about this. Perhaps it was only useful 

for undead knights, right? 

He then looked towards the other ancient artifacts, for example, a withered tree branch, a damaged 

bone hammer, rotting coffin boards and other things. He didn’t detect a bit of divine nature from them. 

“Brat, don’t look down on them. For example, let’s start with this tattered coffin board, even though it is 

rotting, it is a part of a long life tree. Countless years ago, its spiritual nature was terrifyingly great!” The 

old medicine said. 

When he heard this, Shi Hao was shocked. He felt like he was underestimating these things! 

His eyes immediately erupted with light. This open market should have quite a few good things! 

“These are things prepared for those entering Burial Abyss, so they naturally aren’t ordinary goods. 

Some of them are rare burial treasures!” The old medicine reminded him. 

“Then I should exchange for some and bring them back to the outside world. Who knows, they might be 

heavenly treasures that might shock the world!” Shi Hao said to himself, coming to this type of decision. 

Chapter 1484 - Burial Treasure 

“What do you have to exchange for this?” The immortal medicine looked down on him, putting on a 

look of contempt. It didn’t feel like Shi Hao had anything worth bringing out. 

“Long life medicine leaf, would they want it?” Shi Hao asked. 

The old medicine immediately became nervous, saying, “You dare set you eyes on me? I’m going to 

stake it all against you!” 

“Don’t think you are the only one with immortal medicine leaves, I also have them.” Shi Hao said calmly. 

“You have some too?” The old medicine was stunned. 

Shi Hao loosened his hand, sure enough, there was a leaf that was sparkling and replete with moisture, 

essence energy rising in spirals from it. It carried a strong fragrance that penetrated deeply into one’s 

mind. 

“I... want to kill you!” If the old medicine had a face, right now it would definitely be black. That leaf was 

its own, just that it was previously obtained by Shi Hao. 

It was precisely because of this leaf that Shi Hao was able to lock onto its aura imprint, chasing it all the 

way here. 

“Dao brother, are there any artifacts that catch your eye?” Sanzang walked over. 

“I am currently looking!” Shi Hao communicated with the long life medicine. Today’s experiences really 

were bizarre, he was actually associating with undead knights in the underground world. 



“Do you feel like I have anything on me that can be used to exchange for these things?” Shi Hao asked 

the long life tree. He secretly explained the appearances of some things with his divine will. 

“They are all magical artifacts, they can’t be compared to undead artifacts, the difference in strength too 

great.” The old medicine said. 

This left Shi Hao greatly shocked. Just now, he showed it some of his weapons through his divine 

consciousness, yet in the end, this immortal medicine said this. The undead knights’ weapons were far 

greater than the magical artifacts of the creatures on the surface? 

There were some things that Shi Hao wouldn’t show to avoid exposing himself, for example, the 

Everlasting Sword Core. 

However, he really wanted to exchange for some things, so what could he bring out in exchange? 

Soon afterwards, he was moved. He produced a small handful of sand that was sparkling, releasing 

auspicious brilliance. He was sure that he wouldn’t draw suspicion even if he exposed this. 

This was All Life Earth! 

When he was in Divine Medicine Mountain Range, even the female undead knight’s eyes previously 

shone, desiring this. 

“This thing... give it to me!” If the immortal medicine had eyes, right now, they would definitely already 

be red. 

The so-called All Life Earth, the female undead knight had said was one of Burial Earth’s greatest 

treasures. It came from burial region, normal people could forget about obtaining it, not even able to 

personally witness it! 

“Can this thing be used in exchange?” Shi Hao asked. 

“Of course it can, this is something that belongs to the Burial Kings!” The old medicine replied. If a plant 

like it took root in All Life Earth, it could quickly grow, the benefits were tremendous. 

Shi Hao discovered with shock that this All Life Earth was even more precious than he had imagined, just 

a handful of it able to exchange for that lump of dried-up blood! 

“We’ve struck it rich! Don’t think that this blood looks like it lacks spirituality, it has wondrous uses. This 

vendor has never seen the surface, so when it saw the earth that belongs to Burial Kings, he 

immediately lost his reasoning, willing to do anything to exchange with you!” The old medicine said. 

In its opinion, this dark blood was much more precious than that handful of All Life Earth. It was a rare 

burial treasure! 

In the eyes of the immortal medicine, even those Golden Undead Knights didn’t truly discover the value 

of the black blood. Shi Hao could be considered to have had a great lucky stroke. 

Not too far out, when those undead knights saw Shi Hao bring out All Life Earth, a few of them revealed 

strange expressions. Those who were still a bit doubtful all became relieved. 

How could outsiders have this type of thing? Only Burial Kings could possess it! 



In their eyes, Shi Hao really was a Golden Undead Knight, someone who came from a Burial King family, 

his status and background terrifyingly high, comparable to Sanzang and Shenming. 

Through their expressions, Shi Hao knew that the undead knights’ final suspicions were dispelled. 

“This rock isn’t bad. If you are entering Burial Abyss, it will be useful.” The old medicine pointed at it and 

advised Shi Hao. 

On the carpet, there was an ordinary rock that was covered by some junk, only a small part revealed. It 

was tan-colored, not looking all that special. 

Only, there were many stripes on it. If one looked carefully, the surface seemed to have some malicious 

spirits’ faces, five of them in total. 

“Where does its value lie?” Shi Hao really didn’t notice anything special about it. 

That lump of blood at least had some history, suspected to have been scattered by an unmatched 

expert, but apart from some malicious spirit faces, what else did this rock have? 

Shi Hao picked it up. He carefully examined it, not noticing anything special about it. 

“Those who aren’t from the burial region wouldn’t understand. This is Burial Stone, it has strange 

powers, all undead knights are able to recognize it. A Burial Stone with five malicious spirit faces is not 

bad, but far from being a burial treasure.” The immortal medicine said. 

“Then why do you still want me to exchange for it? Do you really think that I have that much All Life 

Earth on me?” Shi Hao was dissatisfied. 

In reality, he really had quite a bit of All Life Earth on him, at the very least, losing a few handfuls of the 

sparkling granules wouldn’t make much of a difference. 

“This is only a Five-Faced Burial Stone in the eyes of others, but it actually has nine faces. It can 

definitely be considered a burial treasure, absolutely priceless!” The immortal medicine warned. 

Shi Hao became a bit dizzy. What malicious spirit-faced Burial Stone, he didn’t know what kind of use it 

had at all. This kind of thing was even classified by the number of faces? 

He picked it up in his hands, turning it around in his hands, but just didn’t notice anything out of the 

ordinary with it. 

“This thing can be considered a rare treasure?” He really was doubtful. Would the old medicine really be 

this kind, actually help him find treasures? 

“I am scared that when you enter Burial Abyss, because you don’t have suitable burial artifacts, you’ll 

give yourself away. Right now, you immediately obtained two burial treasures, so it should be enough 

for all sides to feel some restraining fear.” The immortal medicine said. 

“Wu, Brother Huang, could you let me take a look at that piece of Burial Stone in your hands?” Right at 

this time, Shenming walked over, her large eyes moving about, fiery red long hair dancing in the air, 

charming and bewitching. 



“Hurry, give the vendor some All Life Earth and take it. The long life medicine at the woman’s side is just 

like me, seeing through this!” The old medicine urged. 

Shi Hao was moved. Sure enough, a purple long life medicine followed at Shenming’s side, purple energy 

rising in spirals. A daoist sat on it, accompanied by nine layers of halos, exceptional and divine. 

Shi Hao smiled, giving the vendor a bit of All Life Earth, successfully exchanging for the object. Then, he 

handed it to Shenming to examine. 

Shenming’s beautiful eyes narrowed, resplendent light restrained. In the end, she sighed, saying, “It 

seems like dao brother’s natural luck really isn’t bad, this is a legendary Nine-Faced Burial Stone! One 

actually appeared here, I really was careless, passing right by.” 

She actually admitted missing out on a rare treasure just like that, leaving Shi Hao shocked. What the old 

medicine said was actually true. 

“What? A piece of Nine-Faced Burial Stone appeared?” The others were also shocked, even those 

Golden Undead Knights moved. They all moved over to take a look. 

Shi Hao had a smile on his face, looking extremely calm, but he was completely lost inside. He didn’t 

understand this stone at all. What kind of use did it have? 

He began to think to himself. At worst, he would just feed it to the Divine Striking Stone! 

“Let’s go, we should head to Burial Abyss.” Sanzang walked over. 

“It is about time for us to leave.” Shenming nodded. 

“Are there no other treasures here?” Shi Hao secretly asked the long life medicine. n𝗼𝗏𝓔-𝗅𝔟(In 

“That rotten coffin board isn’t bad either.” The old medicine replied. 

“Then... forget it.” Shi Hao said. 

A group of people left, some of them staying behind, remaining in the open market, not planning to go 

at all. They only came here to exchange burial artifacts. 

Sure enough, the so-called Burial Abyss really wasn’t far, perhaps it could be said to be extremely close. 

It was less than five hundred li away. Comparatively speaking, for this level of cultivators, it could be 

considered extremely close. 

There was a tunnel underneath this place that led straight there. Soon afterwards, they were already 

approaching it. 

Even though they were underground, the world ahead was extremely spacious. Apart from a black 

abyss, primal chaos surged, surrounding the vast underground world, as if he had arrived at the limits of 

the world. 

Up ahead was a large black abyss. It was extremely huge, after approaching this place, there was a 

suffocating pressure. He felt like his soul was about to leave his body and enter the black great abyss. 



“It is about to start, be careful. The burial artifacts and other things that come out will all be extremely 

terrifying!” Sanzang reminded. 

Everyone stopped, no longer approaching, instead watching carefully. 

“What allows you to enter Burial Abyss?” Shi Hao secretly asked the long life tree. One had to 

understand that immortal medicines lacked fighting strength, so how did they enter such a terrifying 

great abyss? 

Just based on feeling alone, he knew that this ancient land had a great past, the world below was 

definitely extremely terrifying. 

“The long life temporal cycle immortal medicines can produce. Forget it, even if I talk about it, you won’t 

be able to understand!” It was actually looking down on him. 

Shi Hao really was speechless. He was looked down on by this medicine again and again today. He 

grinded his teeth, saying, “I really am considering whether I should steam you or roast you in the 

future!” 

“You... dare set you eyes on me?” The old medicine shivered. 

“Right, I think you should just let me hold onto that rotten wooden chest for now. You’ll have to head 

into Burial Abyss soon, so it won’t be good if its lost.” While speaking, Shi Hao extremely naturally and 

decisively took the rotten wooden chest from its hands. 

The old medicine was extremely unwilling, really wanting to act out. However, it didn’t have to strength 

to resist. Moreover, right now, the two of them were cooperating, so if it acted out, it would definitely 

seem strange. 

“This chest is something you won’t understand even if you hold onto! Only in my hands will it be 

useful!” It said in an unwilling manner. 

“Then we’ll research it together when you return from Burial Abyss!” Shi Hao decisively refused. This 

chest was his greatest objective, he now finally obtained it. 

Chapter 1485 - Puzzled 

This chest was a bit heavy, but it wasn’t ridiculously so, no idea what was inside. Shi Hao shook it a bit, 

but didn’t hear any sounds. 

It was about to rot, looking extremely old, but it was also shining slightly. It was a faint golden color, the 

radiance extremely hazy. 

He finally obtained it! Shi Hao felt great emotions surging within him. It was because he came precisely 

for this wooden chest, seizing it from the long life tree’s hands. 

This thing was something even Shutuo and Anlan had their eyes on, always sending people over, but in 

the end, they all failed. Now, it actually landed in his hands. 

“Why can’t I open it?” Even studying it for a while, he discovered that this chest was extremely strange, 

sealed tightly shut. There was no way to open it at all. 



There was no cover, nor was there a lock. It was just one body. Upon closer inspection, it seemed even 

more like a solid block with a few ancient patterns carved onto it. It gave off an extremely ancient 

feeling. 

The faint golden radiance was released precisely by these patterns. There was a type of mysterious 

feeling, as if the creatures from endless time ago were passing on some type of information onto those 

of later generations. 

Shi Hao extended his divine will, trying to examine its contents, but in the end, his perception was cut 

off, completely unable to pry into the chest’s mysteries. 

He exerted a bit of force, supporting his right hand with the Imperishable Scripture, trying with brute 

force. However, this rotten wooden chest didn’t budge in the slightest, remaining ridiculously tough! 

Shi Hao fiercely activated the essence blood in his body, the strength of his palms and fingers terrifyingly 

great, butin the end, he still couldn’t damage the wooden chest at all. It still released the hazy golden 

radiance, not even a mark left on its surface. 

It was about to rot already, so why was it still this hard? 

Shi Hao’s pupils were like spears, stabbing at this thing. Was there really no way to open this wooden 

chest? He really found this hard to accept. 

“Don’t waste your energy anymore. If it was that easy to destroy, it would have long rotted in that 

grave, would it have waited for you to open it?” The old medicine took joy in his disaster. 

It did everything it could, obtaining that chest as an immortal medicine really wasn’t easy, yet now, it 

lost it, so it was naturally furious. 

“What kind of mysteries do you know? Hurry and tell me, it’s not good to keep everything to yourself.” 

Shi Hao said shamelessly. 

“I’ve never seen a human with skin as thick as yours!” The immortal medicine was furious. Right now, it 

wouldn’t speak even if it was beaten to death. 

Shi Hao didn’t avoid it either. He thought to himself. Right now, he couldn’t figure anything out, so it 

was better to put it away first and deal with it after leaving this place. 

However, what left him shocked was that no matter how he tried, he had no way of storing away this 

rotten wooden chest, unable to store it in spatial magical artifacts, nor could he merge it into his body. 

This was too strange. All magical force, divine abilities and other things were ineffective against this 

chest. It was completely unaffected. 

“This really is strange!” Shi Hao’s eyes swirled with brilliant radiance, becoming more and more 

expectant, wishing to open this chest. 

He no longer tried to figure it out, holding it in his hand just like that, waiting for an opportunity to really 

study it. 



“Brother Huang, what is this thing? You seem quite lost while looking at it. What kind of background 

does it have?” Shenming walked over. She was extremely sensitive, her fiery red long hair fluttering 

about, the corners of her lips curled slightly upwards. Her sparkling white face carried a smile. 

“It’s nothing much, just thinking about some things.” Shi Hao replied extremely calmly. 

Just now, he secretly conversed with the immortal medicine, so he naturally appeared a bit absent-

minded. The Golden Undead Knights saw his absent-minded appearance. 

“Can you let me take a look? This chest looks so old, yet these patterns gives one a strange feeling of 

dao comprehension.” Shenming said. 

Shi Hao cursed inwardly. He didn’t feel anything even when holding this chest in his hands, not sensing 

any dao comprehension feeling, yet Shenming was about to comprehend the dao from just a single 

look? This was clearly nonsense! 

He knew that the other party only felt curiosity towards this chest, wishing to study it. 

Shi Hao didn’t refuse, not hiding anything, generously handing it over, inviting her to examine it. 

“Wu, it really is comfortable! While stroking these patterns, I feel as if I am going to ascend, as if I am 

going to soar into the heavens!” Shenming’s beautiful eyes narrowed, using her soft and gentle jade 

fingers to continuously stroke the rotten wooden chest, completely infatuated. 

Her body flowed with divine multicolored light, faint essence energy pervading the air, making her look 

incomparably divine. 

Shi Hao didn’t know if she was doing this on purpose or if she was serious. Was there a need to put on 

an act? He felt like there wasn’t. However, why did Shenming act like this? Could it be that she really 

experienced a feeling of dao comprehension? 

The other Golden Undead Knights were stupefied. Sanzang walked over, nodding, feeling that this coffin 

really was extraordinary. n..𝕠//𝗏--𝓮-(𝑳//𝒃.-I.-n 

“It is strange, I am quite enchanted by the patterns on this chest, but for some reason, when I carefully 

sense it, I feel a bit of disgust towards the chest.” Shenming said to herself. 

This made Shi Hao’s mind jump. Could it be that this wooden chest had something to do with the 

ancient undead knights? 

This was but something from vile earth, not some Burial Earth holy land ancient artifact. 

Moreover, in Shutuo and Anlan’s struggle, that mysterious Burial King didn’t go after this chest, but was 

rather completely focused on attacking those two kings. 

“Can you let me take a look?” Sanzang said. 

The other Golden Undead Knights also moved over, the immortal medicine that followed Shenming’s 

side also approached, floating in the void. Purple energy surged, watching this wooden chest. 

This made Shi Hao shiver inwardly. He was worried that the medicine might realize something! 



It was because the immortal medicine had lived for too long of a time, its experiences great and vast, 

knowing too much. It was simply a living library of knowledge! 

Moreover, since the immortal medicine at his side knew about it, moreover attaching such importance 

to it, then the other stalk wouldn’t overlook this ancient chest either. 

He quickly transmitted sound, telling the old medicine on his own shoulder his concerns. 

“Relax, it doesn’t know what this is.” The long life tree remained calm, not caring at all, not minding this 

type of examination at all. 

“Why?” Shi Hao asked. 

“Before the dark red great grave split open, not even I knew that there was a rotting wooden chest 

inside.” It replied. 

“You don’t even know what it is, yet you are still fighting with me over it?!” Shi Hao was furious. This old 

medicine really wasn’t sincere, snatching his things halfway. 

“I don’t know its shape, but I know that the item inside is extremely important!” The long life tree 

wanted to say something else, but it closed its mouth, not willing to expose anything. 

Sure enough, after that stalk of medicine approached, it didn’t express anything. 

Sanzang held the wooden chest in his hands, his reaction the same as Shenming, extremely shocked at 

these patterns. He also felt an urge to comprehend the dao, but wasn’t that fond of the wooden chest 

itself. 

“It has something to do with undead knights!” Shi Hao was now sure. 

However, he wasn’t that sure. Was this something from Burial Earth? It could only be said that the 

patterns on the chest were most likely carved by the creatures of burial realm. 

“Don’t tell me that something is sealed within?” Shi Hao thought. Anlan and Shutuo had always been 

searching for that fleeting higher level existence. Could it be related to this? 

If it was the work of undead knights, something unknown sealed inside, then this would explain why the 

two Golden Undead Knights were fond of the patterns, but loathed the wood itself. 

Perhaps what they hated was what was inside of the wooden chest! 

“Dao brother is formidable after all, actually having this type of treasure.” Sanzang said with a sigh, 

clearly jealous. 

Shi Hao smiled, but didn’t say anything, because he really didn’t know what to say. If he was asked 

about this chest’s secrets, it would be hard for him to explain anything. 

These individuals didn’t ask further, because every undead knight had their own secrets. 

At the same time, they felt a bit of restraining fear towards Shi Hao, feeling like he was definitely the 

descendant of some Burial King. 



“Let’s prepare to fish up the undead artifacts!” At this time, someone spoke up, informing everyone that 

there was an abnormal change to Burial Abyss. 

Sure enough, chaotic energy surged, mists spreading. Waves of strange fluctuations were transmitted, 

releasing sinister radiance. 

“Burial Abyss has been opened, everyone be careful!” Someone shouted loudly. This seemed to be an 

extremely serious matter. Many people brought out burial artifacts, starting to be on guard 

Hong! 

The great black abyss was incomparably vast, as if it linked up to the limits of the world. It released a 

deafening noise, large amounts of multicolored light surged from the depths of the black abyss. 

It was extremely holy and divine, extremely boundless, as if an ancient realm had been opened. This was 

an incomprehensible great world! 

This was clearly Burial Earth, extremely strange, there should be underworld mist and other things. 

However, why was it so dazzling and brilliant right now? This was extremely strange. 

It was because as Shi Hao continued along, he heard these people’s discussions. The black mist here was 

extremely terrifying, once one rushed over, even the undead knights couldn’t hold on. 

However, right now, what he saw was completely different from what he had expected. Exuberant life 

force surged from this place, as well as a type of cryptic fluctuation that was released, as if it a message 

was being released, trying to arrive after crossing the endless river of time. 

Right now, everyone felt alarmed inwardly. 

“Yi, things are different this time, we are actually witnessing a marvel! This brilliance has never appeared 

before, an unmatched Pride of Heaven is about to be born! Perhaps a new Burial King will appear in my 

burial realm!” Someone spoke, extremely stirred up. 

When Shi Hao heard this, great emothings rose and fell within him. There were some Burial Kings who 

weren’t creatures of burial earth, but rather came from this place?! 

Chapter 1486 - Return to Darkness 

What was going on? Shi Hao was greatly shaken, incredibly shocked! 

It was because just now, that Golden Undead Knight’s words really left him stunned. This was definitely 

not something that could be ignored, it involved just too much. 

In the past, he never understood undead knights, but today, he continuously learned about their 

secrets. It really was hard for him to calm down, difficult for him to control his powerful desire to look 

into this. 

“What kind of nonsense are you spouting? How could a Burial King be born here?!” Sanzang berated, 

expression incredibly serious, eyes fierce, clearly upset by this. 



“Don’t speak randomly if you don’t know everything! This is the same as the greatest type of disrespect 

against Burial Kings! If you don’t watch yourself, a single thought and your entire clan will be wiped 

out!” Shenming also berated. 

That undead knight’s face immediately paled, quickly closing his mouth, not daring to say more. 

He was a Golden Undead Knight who came from an extremely powerful and ancient family, all of the 

clan’s members heaven-defying. They were known as an imperishable clan. 

However, before an unmatched Burial King, this was nothing. 

Burial Kings usually didn’t emerge in this world for many, many years, but once they took action, all life 

would be wiped out, no one able to stop them! 

The other Golden Undead Knights all shivered inwardly, not daring to speak randomly. It was because 

even though they heard some rumors, they haven’t been proven after all. Meanwhile, Shenming and 

Sanzang truly were descendants of Burial Kings. Since they spoke out, it was clear that the origins of 

Burial Kings couldn’t be questioned. 

“It’s not a big deal even if I tell you all. It is difficult to say whether the life force here is a blessing or 

disaster for undead knights. It isn’t necessarily related to the birth of Burial Kings!” Shenming said with a 

severe tone. 

“However, I clearly heard that this place produced life before….” A little girl spoke, muttering quietly. 

She was a bit over ten, pretty and tender, not that scared of Sanzang and Shenming. 

“It has produced unmatched existences before, but whether they are Burial Kings or not isn’t something 

you all should think about. If you don’t understand, consult your own family ancestors when you 

return.” Shenming said. 

Shi Hao didn’t say anything, just carefully listening. These things were extremely frightening. He learned 

a few shocking secrets. 

It seemed like this place really was special, carrying tremendous secrets. 

Hong! 

The black Burial Abyss surged, all types of brilliant colors surged. Faint essence energy spread, rising 

along the vast cave entrance, making this place more and more brilliant. 

Right now, Shi Hao wasn’t the only one who was shocked, even these undead knights were stupefied, 

staring at this place in a daze. The radiance was too brilliant, rising like suns one after another. 

The darkness was cut through, chaotic energy flushed out. 

This massive Burial Abyss now looked a bit hazy, no longer absolute darkness inside. There was actually 

light that could momentarily illuminate it. 

“This is immortal light?” Shi Hao’s eyes contracted, focusing on the great abyss. This place was too 

strange. Why did immortal dao aura appear in the underground undead knight territory? 



This type of light was extremely gorgeous and divine, exceeding various pure lands, making the originally 

dull and lonely great black abyss surge with great life force. 

“There really is a creature about to rush out!” A Golden Undead Knight’s voice was actually shaking. He 

simply didn’t dare believe what he was seeing, actually about to witness a miracle. 

It was because it was rumored that once a creature appeared here, it would be a major event that had 

extremely long-lasting and profound effects. There were some creatures that were powerful beyond 

imagination. 

Ka cha! 

Suddenly, heaven collapse took place! 

The streaks of light that rushed out from burial abyss were too brilliant, even scattering the primal chaos 

mist. An endless rain of light rushed out, all immortal radiance, filling this place. 

The surrounding space collapsed, blasted through by these streaks of light. n..𝕠//𝗏--𝓮-(𝑳//𝒃.-I.-n 

Then, a wave of extremely terrifying aura spread. All of the Golden Undead Knights were stupefied. They 

were witnessing a miracle. 

Under the great black abyss, thriving life force erupted, as if an ancient realm was being established. 

There were creatures attacking, wishing to escape. 

Hong! 

A world-shaking great explosion erupted. A door appeared in the black abyss, connected to this place. 

After immortal light surged, that place first returned to darkness, and then it began to brighten and fade 

continuously. 

There was some type of power facing off, interweaving about. 

Shi Hao was shocked, because he felt a sense of deja vu, a bit of a familiar feeling. He opened his 

Heavenly Eyes, staring into that direction. 

As light flickered about, after the Burial Abyss void cracked open, he saw a black space, seeing 

‘glimmers’, witnessing indistinct cages. 

Xiu! 

Unfortunately, before he could look carefully, a streak of light rushed over. There really was a creature 

that struggled free, and then rushed out from within that passage. 

“There is an unmatched existence about to descend!” A Golden Undead Knight cried out. 

“En, it’s… a primordial spirit!” Sanzang’s expression became grave. 

That was a primordial spirit, only, it was too powerful, like a sun. It was actually burning fiercely, like a 

raging flame, as if divine consciousness energy was surging. 

For the sake of breaking free and struggling out, it burned itself, releasing endless power. 



“It’s that place!” Shi Hao said to himself. He was greatly shaken up, because he was sure the feeling he 

felt before wasn’t wrong. He had been to that place before. 

Black prison[1]! 

When Shi Hao cultivated immortal energy back then, he almost died, his body and spirit nearly erased. 

Meanwhile, there was another time where his primordial spirit even left his body, entering dark space. 

In that place, it was as if he witnessed reincarnation itself, as if he saw black prisons one after another. 

Meanwhile, he himself was also trapped there. 

If not for Ancient Holy Child attacking him, chanting the Nine Heavens Tenth Earth Scripture, 

unexpectedly summoning his soul back, he would have been in danger that time! 

That was a miraculous journey. It was hard for Shi Hao to say whether it was real or fake. 

Now, he was sure that this primordial spirit came from the black prisons. A creature escaped! 

In reality, that wasn’t the first time her saw such a thing. During the power struggle of the three 

thousand provinces, when he fought against Ning Chuan, Ten Crown King and the others, he had seen a 

similar thing from Immortal Ancient Ruins. 

At that time, when the void split, there was a streak of primordial spirit that escaped, its entire body 

burning, almost destroyed. In the end, it rushed into the mysterious ancient palace named 

‘Guidance’.[2] 

Shi Hao’s eyes contracted, staring at Burial Abyss, great waves surging within him. However, he didn’t 

say anything, just watching without moving at all. 

Back then, when he was trapped in the darkness, there were many prisons. Shi Hao previously saw the 

ancient river of time, saw black cages drift one after another along it. It was an extremely mysterious 

sight. 

Today, he sensed a familiar aura. Shi Hao’s thoughts wandered everywhere! 

It was clear that this creature was powerful beyond imagination, but it also paid a tremendous price. For 

the sake of escaping, it ignited itself, using its greatest power. 

It passed through the darkness, scattering the rain of light, breaking through the primal chaos, rushing 

out from the great abyss. 

There were immediately Golden Undead Knights who bowed down, because there were some who 

always firmly believed those legends, wishing to welcome this existence. 

However, something regretful happened. That exceptionally powerful primordial spirit quickly withered 

away, resplendent brilliance split up into pieces. Its primordial spirit actually exploded. 

Pu! 

In the end, heaven and earth grew dim. That primordial spirit stopped burning. Even though it struggled 

out, it still headed towards destruction. 



Shi Hao felt that there were too many secrets, he couldn’t see the truth clearly. At the same time, he 

also developed countless associations. 

That land of darkness, what kind of connection did it have with Burial Abyss? 

It was because according to the undead knights’ legends, this wasn’t the first time this place produced a 

creature. 

Moreover, there were powerful creatures who, after struggling free from Burial Abyss, headed towards 

the depths of the Ancient Burial Region. They were suspected to be existences comparable to Burial 

Kings. 

Otherwise, why would there be Golden Undead Knights who believed that this marvel meant the birth 

of a new undead knight? 

“A mi gu da mo…” 

Right at this time, from the endless distance, as if it came from the horizon, also as if from the depths of 

the underworld, a voice transmitted over, It was extremely aged and indistinct. 

When that voice sounded, where that primordial spirit went out, there were bits of golden radiance that 

appeared. Even though it was extremely scattered and thin, only some leftover energy, it still resonated. 

These specks of golden light were like strips of cloth, fluttering into the distance towards the source of 

the voice. 

It wasn’t moving on its own, but rather being led by something! 

“What do those words mean?” Shi Hao asked the long life tree. 

“I don’t know!” The old tree actually shook its head! 

In addition, Shi Hao noticed that even Shenming, Sanzang, and the other Golden Undead Knights were 

confused, not knowing what it meant at all. 

They were only sure that the voice came from the underground vein, the source terrifyingly far! 

The ancient voice continuously sounded, as if it was summoning a soul, guiding the remaining light into 

the distance. 

It was clear that the primordial spirit had been destroyed. Now, the remaining light specks could only 

display a bit of its memory imprints, there was a powerful existence who wanted to acquire them? 

“Don’t tell me it’s the monster that fled from the black prison who is summoning the soul?” Shi Hao 

suddenly thought. 

He felt a headache. What was there inside the Ancient Burial Land? It really left one at a loss. It was too 

strange, at the same time making one feel apprehension and fear. 

Chapter 1487 - Ancient Artifact 

The golden light disappeared. The summoning scripture sound drifted into the distance, it couldn’t be 

heard anymore. 



They followed the burial region branch vein into the deepest ancient region, restoring peace to this 

place. 

There were no sounds even after a long time had passed, no words spoken. The events just now were 

too strange. A living being actually rushing over, an incomparably powerful primordial spirit! 

“Where is its flesh? What era was it lost? Just where did it come from exactly?” Finally, a Golden Undead 

Knight spoke, its voice trembling. 

Burial Abyss was a danger spot everyone believed definitely didn’t have life, even undead knights would 

die if they went inside. After remaining quiet for endless generations, there was actually a primordial 

spirit that struggled free. 

This made everyone couldn’t help but feel a wave of chilliness! 

“There are some rumors that aren’t necessarily fake. This place is extremely strange, things related to 

the birth of Burial Kings are worth thinking about!” A Golden Undead Knight said quietly. 

In reality, if one was talking about the degree of shock, who could compare to Shi Hao? He understood 

even better than everyone here where that primordial spirit really came from! 

Black prison, this ancient name was almost completely covered under dust, who would have expected 

that it would appear today, moreover a living being struggling free from it? 

Just what kind of place was this? Prisons appeared one after another along the ancient river of time, 

drifting about, just how were they produced? 

“I hate these types of strange things the most!” On Shi Hao’s shoulder, the immortal medicine couldn’t 

help but break out into a cold shiver, saying to itself like this. 

Burial Abyss, this place was completely dark, temporarily recovering its peace, becoming quiet. 

There was actually no one who was willing to go down to search for treasures right now, nor did anyone 

say anything else. They were all absent-minded from the scene they saw just now. 

Suddenly, the black abyss released ripples again, multicolored light flickering about, spreading towards 

the surface. 

“Don’t tell me there’ll be another primordial spirit that rushes out?” 

The silence was shattered. 

“No, this time, these are the ripples that should have appeared. Burial treasure is about to appear.” 

Shenming said. In addition, she took action, the first one to walk towards the great abyss. 

When the others saw this, they quickly moved as well. This time, they came for opportunities and 

natural luck, so they naturally didn’t want to fall behind others. 

“Brother Huang, please.” Sanzang called out, moving together with Shi Hao. They stood at the edge of 

the abyss, looking down through the primal chaos mist. 



Everyone opened their Heavenly Eyes, looking towards the great abyss, wishing to completely see 

through this place. 

The ripples were brilliant, extremely divine, overflowing from time to time, gentle like the ripples 

produced by a spring breeze. 

“Wu, I hope we can obtain a burial treasure. When the time comes, we can bring it up to the outside 

world and temper ourselves.” Sanzang said to himself. 

The other Golden Undead Knights didn’t show any reactions, but Shi Hao was greatly shaken inside. The 

undead knights were going to take the initiative to head to the outside world? This was different from 

his understanding! 

Did he misunderstand? Didn’t the underground creatures always like sleeping? 

Then, the words of one of the undead knights proved that this wasn’t just empty words. Shi Hao’s 

understanding wasn’t mistaken. 

“Do you want to enter that large city, or that place outside the pass?” 

“Wu, we’ll decide when the time comes. After sleeping for endless time, those places should have 

already become a bit lively.” Sanzang said. 

This made Shi Hao’s mind rise and fall greatly, wave surge intensely within him. Weren’t the undead 

knights usually deathly still? They were actually going to participate in these things? This really left him 

in disbelief! 

It was clear that the large city they talked about referred to Imperial Pass, while the place outside the 

pass was the foreign side. 

“Ai, what a pity, I don’t know what the Burial Kings are thinking, remaining asleep for endless time, 

never leaving the Ancient Burial Region. Otherwise, burial land would be even more vast and 

boundless!” 

The words a Golden Undead Knight said left Shi Hao with a strange feeling. Could it be that wherever the 

Burial King passed, that land would become burial land? Just the thought of this being a possibility alone 

caused a chill to run down his back. 

“That can’t be right? There will definitely be great chaos in the future!” Shi Hao was given a fright. 

Because just now, just a random association already made him feel like the future would be a world of 

darkness. 

The other side’s invasion could already wipe out the Nine Heavens Ten Earths. If burial land revived, 

then he really wouldn’t dare imagine the consequences. 

Shi Hao was stupefied. When he thought of the conversation between the fat daoist and his disciple 

before the great river of time, he began to wonder to himself. Were things really going to be verified 

step after step? When the time comes, what they had to face would be unimaginable! 

“Aside from us few Golden Undead Knights, the other clansmen have no way of entering those places, 

they will be discovered.” Shenming said. 



Reality was indeed like this. The Golden Undead Knights were no different from the creatures of the 

outside world, to the extent where they were even more divine and holy, every one of them looking like 

solitary immortals, like gods! 

“It’s coming, be careful!” Someone shouted loudly. 

Inside the abyss, there was an expanse of multicolored light that rushed out. All of the Golden Undead 

Knights took action together. They all displayed their own methods, starting to capture it. 

“It is time for you to take action!” Shi Hao said to the old medicine. 

It was a pity that the old medicine didn’t have eyes to roll, or else it would definitely be glaring at him 

right now. 

“Don’t speak randomly, be careful not to give us away. Now isn’t the time for me to go yet, it’ll depend 

on you. Moving about recklessly will make me break down!” The immortal medicine said. 

Shi Hao was a bit embarrassed. He really didn’t know much about this place after all. 

He immediately produced the Nine-Faced Burial Stone, doing this based on what the old medicine said. 

Several streaks of divine multicolored light immediately rushed out, heading murderously in his 

direction. 

“Burial weapons!” Someone cried out in alarm. 

The Nine-Faced Burial Stone was too useful, immediately drawing over this type of weapon. It was as if 

it had a wave of magical power, becoming a guiding lamp in the darkness. 

However, the killing intent was still endless. Those burial artifacts were full of cold energy, carrying cold 

radiance. One could see a few extremely ancient weapons. n𝔒𝔳𝖾)1𝔅)In 

There were some that carried mottled traces, some that were cracking apart, some that were extremely 

damaged. However, right now, they were all shining, frantically flying towards the Nine-Faced Burial 

Stone. 

At this moment, even Shenming couldn’t help but sigh, saying, “Worthy of being a burial treasure -- 

Nine-Faced Burial Stone, summoning these burial weapons over in worship.” 

Shi Hao was stunned. This stone was even more precious than he had imagined, actually having this type 

of use. 

However, when these weapons hacked over, they also brought danger. Cold radiance flickered about, 

killing intent overflowing into the heavens. A single mistake and he would be chopped into pieces. 

He produced that lump of blood. The hardened blood was as tough as rock, lacking the slightest 

fluctuation. It didn’t have any powerful magical force either. 

However, something that left everyone stupefied happened. Some of the weapons that flew over fell, 

dropping back into Burial Abyss, some releasing ka ka noises, the cracks seemingly becoming bigger. 

Not a single one of the weapons came, they either fled or dropped into the abyss, none of them 

ultimately approaching. 



When it saw Shi Hao’s shocked appearance, the immortal medicine had a complacent look on its face, 

saying, “How can items that are called burial treasures be ordinary?” 

According to what it said, regardless of whether it was the Nine-Faced Burial Stone or that lump of 

dried-up blood, they were both burial treasures in the real meaning, absolutely priceless! 

Shi Hao’s face darkened. “Do you realize that the burial weapons that rushed over all escaped? I didn’t 

obtain anything! It was all because of this piece of blood!” 

“It’s fine. With the appearance of these two burial treasures, especially this blood’s strange force, those 

things are just small tricks. By forcing away these weapons, once a weapon really dares to come over, 

then that will definitely be a burial treasure, something that’s even better!” The immortal medicine said. 

Burial treasures were rare, all of them priceless objects. 

In the surroundings, the faces of a group of people became dark, because the burial artifacts that rushed 

at them also changed directions, all of them either fleeing or falling back into the abyss. 

“Brother Huang, this won’t do. Unless they are the most powerful burial treasures, none of the other 

artifacts will be willing to come over. It will be hard for us to obtain anything.” A Golden Undead Knight 

said. 

“Brother Huang, please put it away for now. In a bit, when we enter deeper into the abyss towards that 

burial palace, we can use these two treasures.” Sanzang said. 

They were going deeper into the abyss? Shi Hao was immediately shocked, this was different from what 

he understood. There was a palace down there? What kind of history did it have? 

“You all... are going to enter that legendary palace?” The others were shocked, clearly feeling incredible 

fear towards that place. 

“After endless time passed, not many people have entered. It is too dangerous!” There was a Golden 

Undead Knight who said this. 

“It’s fine, we now have two stalks of immortal medicines, and together with our burial treasures, it 

should be worth a shot!” Shenming also spoke up. She also wanted to take part in this. 

“Alright.” Shi Hao nodded, putting the two burial treasures away. 

Shenming was extremely jealous. These two items were both discovered from the open market, yet she 

missed out on them, filling her with regret. 

“Brother Huang, do you have any other burial artifacts?” Sanzang asked, revealing a strange expression. 

It was because after Shi Hao put the two burial treasures away, he didn’t hold any other magical 

artifacts in his hands. 

One had to understand that this place was extremely dangerous. Regardless of whether it was Shenming 

or Sanzang and the others, they all produced powerful burial artifacts to protect themselves. 

This question gave Shi Hao a headache. How could he have burial artifacts? Could it be that he had to 

bring out the Everlasting Sword Core and others? 



“Hurry and take a look, which one of these weapons can bluff their way through?” Shi Hao secretly 

transmitted sound to the immortal medicine. 

“None of them, they don’t have the slightest relationship to burial artifacts!” The old medicine 

completely rejected them all. 

“What about this?” Suddenly, Shi Hao discovered an ancient artifact that had been unused for many 

years. 

The immortal medicine gasped. It didn’t see the real thing, only deducing through the imprint Shi Hao 

produced that this thing was formidable. 

“This is it! This is a formidable ancient burial artifact!” It came to this decision. 

Shi Hao’s mind trembled. He immediately thought of many things, because this item really was 

unordinary, he hadn’t used it all this time. 

Now, he didn’t hesitate, bringing it out. This place immediately became dark, and then specks of dark 

light were released, moreover accompanied by chaotic energy! 

When this ancient artifact appeared, everyone became shocked, revealing looks of envy. 

This was a small cauldron, extremely small, only fist-sized, entirely pitch-black. It carried bits of endless 

radiance, a mysterious aura restrained within its simple and ancient appearance. 

The cauldron surface was covered in cracks, as if it had been smashed apart, and then forcefully stuck 

together. It was accompanied by primal chaos, making it look clearly extraordinary, ancient and 

profound. 

Forget about other things, just the material alone was enough to leave one shocked. It was because this 

was completely made of Darkness Immortal Gold! 

Ever since he obtained it, for many years, Shi Hao didn’t use it. It was because he really didn’t feel at 

ease with this magical artifact, always feeling like it was sinister! 

It was to the extent where he had tried to destroy it with the Everlasting Immortal Sword, after all, that 

sword core could devour Immortal Gold, use it to replenish itself. 

“Good stuff! It was definitely a supreme treasure before. What a pity, it was destroyed, actually covered 

in so many cracks. Just what kind of great battle did it experience before?” 

“Perhaps it has buried an immortal in the past.” 

When this cauldron appeared, the group of Golden Undead Knights sighed with praise, feeling deeply 

shocked. 

They all believed that this was an ancient burial artifact with great origins, existing for a long time. The 

undead weapon aura it released was too strong, making all of their bodies feel comfortable, as if they 

were going to ascend. 



It really was a burial artifact? Shi Hao found it hard to calm down. He thought back to some things, his 

mind immediately surging with emotions. It now seemed like many things were far more complex and 

terrifying than he had originally thought. 

Chapter 1488 - Opportunity 

Burial artifact! 

This thing actually had this type of history! 

When SHi Hao thought back to the events of the past, he found it hard for himself to calm down. 

This fist-sized small back cauldron was obtained after he killed Divine Dark Child back then. 

During the struggle of three thousand provinces’ geniuses, they entered Immortal Ancient Remains 

together. Too many things happened there, with countless great battles. Even someone as strong as Shi 

Hao was in danger several times, facing Jun Dao, Fallen Divine Child, Immortal Palace Inheritor, Ancient 

Holy Child, Six Crown King, Divine Dark Child, and others. 

The reason he was able to have the accomplishments he had today was in large part due to that event. 

He faced many enemies, bathed in blood as he fought, ultimately rising up! 

Divine Dark Child came from the three thousand provinces’ extremely mysterious Underworld Earth, he 

was definitely not simple. It was because it was rumored that he was born after a prehistoric ancient 

corpse developed sentience again. 

That body of his was powerful to the extreme. In the battle back then, the enemy couldn’t do anything 

to it, even if it did receive injuries, it would immediately recover. It was an undying body! 

Now that he recalled these things, Shi Hao produced many associations. 

“Divine Dark Child, could he have been an undead knight?” He suspected inwardly. Otherwise, how 

could he have a cauldron like this? 

“Perhaps he is the result of an undead knight after it was reborn!” This was the conclusion Shi Hao 

reached after thinking some more. 

It was because the undead knights had parents, they were born. 

Meanwhile, Divine Dark Child gained sentience after being buried underground for endless time. 

The two experts were completely different, having innate differences! 

He felt like Divine Dark Child definitely had a terrifying past, because when it fought back then, just its 

body alone left made Shi Hao feel great pressure, extremely difficult to deal with. 

In that battle, Divine Dark Child didn’t even need to guide it with his own soul, his flesh alone could 

display ninety-nine types of great divine abilities! 

This really was frightening. How could a normal cultivator grasp this many precious techniques at such a 

young age? 



It was rumored that this was his body’s instincts and imprints were left behind from its past when it was 

alive. The flesh contained great divine abilities! 

During that battle all those years ago, the reason why Shi Hao could kill Divine Dark Child was 

completely because the other party’s primordial spirit wasn’t strong enough, the one that was killed in 

the end was his primordial spirit! 

In the end, because of the Immortal Medicine Garden’s appearance, space split apart, that body falling 

through the great void cracks, disappearing without a trace. 

Divine Dark Child’s primordial spirit was developed later on, not as strong as the previous one. 

Comparatively speaking, it was far inferior to his body. 

Moreover, Divine Dark Child didn’t rely on anything else, purely forging ahead through his flesh’s 

instincts. That flesh already produced immortal energy, just how terrifying of a thing was this? 

The primordial spirit didn’t have to do anything, and the flesh would already complete things the 

younger generation longed for, continuously pursue immortal dao strength. 

Moreover, the most terrifying thing was that the ninety-nine secret methods contained within the flesh 

could be inherited by the primordial spirit through the flesh, gradually mature and grasp the terrifying 

power. 

Shi Hao clearly remembered that in the end, Divine Dark Child displayed an unmatched precious 

technique that shocked the three thousand provinces, its name ‘Three Burial Secret Technique!’ 

Three Burial Secret Technique, it was known to be able to bury the heavens, bury the earth, bury life! 

Back then, when Divine Dark Child roared out, with his cultivation, he could only produce a burial man. 

This burial man belonged in the category of burial creatures. 

In the most ancient times, it was rumored that there were unmatched experts who displayed the Three 

Burial Secret Method, namely burying the heavens, burying the earth, burying immortals! 

Now that he was reflecting on these things, Shi Hao had reason to believe that this was a type of 

matchless method of the undead knights. Three Burial Secret Technique, just the name alone fit the 

undead knights’ style. 

How could Shi Hao remain calm? He immediately thought of far too many things. Endless years ago, the 

Nine Heavens Ten Earths already had Golden Undead Knights roaming about, moreover taking action! 

At the same time, he thought of Underworld Earth, one of the greatest inheritances in the three 

thousand provinces! 

This ancient inheritance that was viewed as yin earth was definitely not simple. Shi Hao had reason to 

suspect that it might have some relationship with Burial Earth. 

Of course, as the years went by, that type of relationship might have long become faint, to the extent 

where it was even cut off. 



However, who could say for sure? Once the Golden Undead Knights appeared again, would they go to 

Underworld Earth, would they truly carry out a close cooperation, moreover become one power? 

One had to understand that Underworld Earth’s environment was extremely close to Burial Land’s! 

Of course, that place was far inferior to the burial region. 

Moreover, the most fundamental difference between the two was that undead knights were born, while 

Underworld Earth’s cultivators were mostly corpses who gained sentience. 

“This small black cauldron has buried an immortal before, or an undying existence, it has that type of 

aura!” Sanzang said. 

Everyone became stunned. It was clear that even in the mysterious burial region, burying immortals, 

killing undying existences, these were still extremely astonishing feats. 

Shi Hao was stupefied. It was because when he looked towards Sanzang[1], when he thought of his 

name, was there a type of connection between his clan and the Three Burial Secret Technique 

Could it be that Divine Dark Child’s secret technique had something to do with this clan? Or was it to say 

that this touched upon a certain Burial King’s name? 

The Darkness Immortal Gold was cast into a small cauldron, this item drawing the envy of these Golden 

Undead Knights. Even though it was cracked and damaged, it was similarly enviable. 

Shi Hao couldn’t sense it, but these undead knights could sense that there was a strong burial treasure 

aura released from it that was greatly beneficial towards cultivation. In their eyes, if they were able to 

merge it with their flesh for the long term, their cultivation would make substantial progress! 

“Brother Huang really has invested greatly in this trip, we have no choice but to be in admiration, even 

having this type of burial treasure.” Shenming said with a sigh. 

Things that could be considered burial treasures really were too rare. This small cauldron definitely had 

the qualifications to be one. 

Shi Hao was extremely modest, he wouldn’t expose too much. He couldn’t give himself away right now. 

Then, streak after streak of flowing light flew over. There were weapons, Burial Stone, even some dried 

bones. Regardless of what it was, the Golden Undead Knights all strived to obtain them. 

“Hurry and catch that!” The immortal medicine cried out, having Shi Hao help. 

An expanse of silver light flew over from underground, carrying surging life force, making one feel a 

vitality like the resurrection of all life. It was extremely comfortable. 

It wasn’t just the old medicine, even the others’ eyes released brilliance, all of them taking action. 

Apart from this, the other stalk of long life medicine also conversed with Shenming, wishing to obtain 

this thing. 

“One of the most precious Burial Earths, something that belonged to a Burial King!” Sanzang revealed 

the true scene. 



This was an expanse of silver granules, all of them sparkling like silver beans. At the same time, they 

were a bit translucent, releasing a vitality like that of the primordial times. 

The immortal medicines naturally wanted to obtain this, because if they were able to take root inside of 

it, it would bring them tremendous benefits. 

It was rumored that the depths of the Burial Region had a few stalks of long life medicines. The reason 

why they stayed there was precisely because there was unmatched Burial Earth, for example, the All Life 

Earth Shi Hao had was one of them! 

“Use the Nine-Faced Burial Stone!” The long life tree transmitted sound. 

Shi Hao didn’t hesitate, bringing out this stone. It had to be said that this stone had a mysterious type of 

power, able to guide over sacred objects like Burial Earth. 

With a hua sound, an expanse of silver sand flew over. 

Kuang dang! 

Shi Hao didn’t hold back, using the Darkness Immortal Gold Cauldron, opening up the lid, using it to 

absorb the silver sand. 

It wasn’t good for him to use his own precious techniques, because they were a bit different from the 

burial techniques. 

“Brother Huang, don’t be like this! You are taking everything!” Shenming pouted, actually putting on a 

playful look, asking Shi Hao to be generous and share some with them. 

There wasn’t much silver sand, less than two square feet in total. In the end, a large half was seized by 

Shi Hao. 

This type of thing was extremely precious. If undead knights buried themselves within, it would help 

with their cultivation, even increase their growth speed by ten times. It was astonishingly precious. 

For them, this was a supreme treasure, which was why they wanted to fight over it. This was originally 

something that belonged to Burial Kings. 

After collecting a larger half of it, he closed the cauldron lid, not offending anyone. This type of thing 

could only be used to plant flowers and plants, temporarily not having much use for him. 

“Give it to me!” The long life tree said quietly. 

“If you follow me, forget about this square foot silver sand, even the one square zhang All Life Earth can 

be yours to take root in.” Shi Hao transmitted sound. 

“You... have a square zhang of it?!” The long life tree didn’t really believe him. 

“What a pity, is one square zhang a lot? I saw a ‘White Tortoise Carrying Immortal’ who occupied several 

zhang of this earth!” Shi Hao said. 



“If I go into the outside world, leave the Burial Kings, where would I be able to find earth like this? That 

White Tortoise Carrying Immortal you are talking about, I recognize it! That shameless fella!” The long 

life medicine mumbled. 

Shi Hao was speechless. Even immortal medicines knew about each other? Could it be that there were 

all types of hidden secrets? 

Chi! 

Waves were transmitted from below, accompanied by earth, rocks, and chaotic mist. Large amounts of 

steles rushed out from underground, all of them extremely damaged, and also extremely ancient, cracks 

covering their surface. 

“Burial Abyss’ fluctuations are becoming more intense, some of the steles from deep underground have 

appeared! Hurry up and seize this opportunity, they might contain matchless methods!” A Golden 

Undead Knight said, stirring everyone up. 

“These steles are just too large!” Shi Hao was a bit shocked. 

As he closed in, he saw that those steles were just too enormous, every single one of them as massive as 

a mountain. They rushed out just just like that! 

Rocks and granules flew about everywhere in this place, ghosts wept and deities howled, all types of 

irregular scenes visible.  

These steles were all different, some of them made of rock, some of them wooden, some copper, there 

were even golden steles and other types. 

There was one common point, which was that there was burial text on their surface, recording many 

wonderful methods, some of them matchless chapters! 

It was rumored that before the last great era, there was a Golden Undead Knight who obtained 

unmatched scriptures from this place, ultimately becoming a Burial King as a result! 

“Hurry, translate them for me!” Shi Hao had the immortal medicine help him examine them. It was 

because his eyes were completely blacked out, unable to recognize a single burial character. 

Moreover, at this time, he saw a piece of bronze stele, feeling like the patterns on its surface possessed 

immeasurably profound great dao true meanings, making even a human like him feel a sense of 

resonation. 

Chapter 1489 - Land of Origin 

“What is a human like you doing trying to learn some burial technique? You can’t cultivate them at all, 

especially this type of method. Even though the power is definitely extremely great, it has nothing to do 

with you!” The immortal medicine mocked Shi Hao. 

However, it just so happened that this bronze stele was floating right in front of him, sharing karma with 

Shi Hao, so how could he give up because of what the immortal medicine was saying? He immediately 

scolded it, telling it to explain what it said. 



Moreover, he began to carefully remember it. Even if he didn’t recognize these characters, he had to 

completely engrave them in his mind. 

“Let me tell you right now, these scriptures really are useless for you. Do you know what conditions 

need to be met before it can be cultivated? You have to be an undead knight, moreover, you have to be 

buried in the rarest Burial Earth for at least ten thousand years, only after reaching a state where you 

are not alive or dead can you feel the power that type of cultivation will bring!” The old medicine said. 

When Shi Hao heard this, he had no choice but to sigh. It seemed simple, but forget about the fact that 

he wasn’t an undead knight, even if he was, how could he possibly wait ten thousand years? 

For him, even decades and centuries were too long. He needed to break through quickly, become 

stronger in the shortest amount of time possible! 

In the surroundings, the Golden Undead Knights’ eyes all became red, all of them doing everything they 

could to study the stele inscriptions. 

Not every single Golden Undead Knight was able to obtain these stele scriptures, because these steles 

had a mysterious power covering them, the characters on them extremely blurry, some of them couldn’t 

be differentiated. 

The reason why Shi Hao could see the bronze stele was because of the Nine-Faced Burial Stone’s effects! 

However, encountering a mountain of treasures, yet not able to use one for himself left Shi Hao feeling 

that it was extremely unfair. There were so many steles, there were definitely Burial King level scriptures 

among them! 

After silently recording the text on the copper stele, Shi Hao stood where he was, no longer setting his 

heart on this. 

Hong! 

Suddenly, a tremendous wave of power transmitted from below, starting to swallow the primal chaos, 

absorb the essence of heaven and earth. One could see that the dense energy would all be sucked 

down. 

It was as if an eye of the storm appeared in the middle of a sea, forming a vortex. It was incomparably 

terrifying, swallowing up everything. 

“Ah, no!” There was a Golden Undead Knight who cried out, because he was sucked down from the 

edge of the cliff, entering the vortex. With a pu noise, he immediately turned into a bloody paste! 

Apart from this, all of the giant steles sunk, dragged down by the mysterious power. 

“Save me!” There were Golden Undead Knights who cried out. 

There were a few more people who fell. No matter how their bodies shone, doing their best to resist, 

there was no way they could prevent their fates of destruction. They were immediately killed by the 

giant vortex, turned into a bloody mist. 



This change was too sudden. Just now, it was still extremely peaceful, everyone comprehending 

scriptures, yet in the blink of an eye, several Golden Undead Knights died. 

“Rise!” 

Sazang shouted. He actually also encountered danger, falling down, but he had mysterious burial 

artifacts on him that had immeasurable power. A streak of light was released, blasting through the 

whirlpool ripples. He rushed up again. 

However, his face was a bit pale, it really was too dangerous, his body and soul almost erased just then. 

Pu! 

Not far out, there was a powerful undead knight who, even though he wasn’t of a golden bloodline, his 

strength was powerful beyond compare, even more profound than Sanzang and Shenming, more 

formidable, yet he still couldn’t escape disaster. 

This vortex came quickly, but it also left quickly. In the blink of an eye, peace was returned to Burial 

Abyss. 

More than ten undead knights with powerful potential died. 

“This really is too unfortunate! I had just made contact with a golden stele just now, yet it already sunk.” 

“You should just be happy that you kept your life!” 

This place was noisy. There were some people who were a bit unwilling to see the steles go, some 

people who still had lingering fears, rejoicing that they were still alive. 

“It’s that cave that opened, seizing our natural luck!” A few people said with resentment. 

Normally, after stele inscriptions and burial artifacts appeared, it would last for quite some time, 

allowing them to calmly obtain the natural luck. However, this time, it was actually this short. n-)𝓸-)𝐕)-
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“Wu, Shenming, you can send the long life medicine in, we’ll wait for it to bring back some natural luck.” 

Sanzang said. 

At the same time, a few people looked in Shi Hao’s direction. 

“It’s time for you to go too.” Shi Hao said. 

The two stalks of immortal medicine were both rather unwilling, including Shenming’s. 

It was because if they went down, they would have to face a type of death radiance not even an undead 

knight could endure. In a flash, it could deprive one of their life imprints, it was extremely terrifying. 

Because immortal medicines could withstand time, exist with heaven and earth, the long life time ring 

produced within them would allow them to live through that type of light. 

The long life tree on Shi Hao’s shoulder really didn’t want to enter, because even if it didn’t die, 

withstanding that type of light would still force it to pay a corresponding price. 



The other immortal medicine dropped down. It carried purple radiance, appearance like a seated daoist, 

releasing nine layers of radiance, incredibly divine. 

It entered the abyss. At first, it could still release hazy light, but as it went in deeper, the radiance was 

swallowed up, no longer visible. 

One could imagine just how deep the abyss was! 

“You should go now, or else we’ll be exposed!” Shi Hao urged. 

The long life tree didn’t want to, but in the end, it still went on its way, entering Burial Abyss. 

Suddenly, a miserable scream sounded underground. This was Shenming’s immortal medicine. It was 

clear that something bad happened. 

“Ah...” A sphere of light flew out, landing on Shi Hao’s shoulder. It was precisely that long life tree. After 

just heading down, it immediately rushed back up, looking beyond frightened. 

“What happened?” All of the Golden Undead Knights looked over, carrying shocked expressions. 

“I heard the cry of that companion below and was scared, that’s why...” The long life tree said. 

Everyone became speechless. They had all thought that it encountered something. Turns out it was just 

chicken-hearted! 

A sphere of purple light quickly rushed up, the nine halos dim. This immortal medicine was injured, the 

daoist figure on the medicine losing an arm, ripped off by something. 

In that instant, fragrance wafted out. Shi Hao really wanted to rush over and capture it! 

“What happened to you? 

Shenming asked. Moreover, she quickly produced the most precious burial king earth, the silver sand, 

letting it take root in it to recover. 

“There is an ancient cave that is releasing multicolored light. It ripped me apart.” The immortal medicine 

replied. 

“En, there was something strange after all. Why are that ancient cave’s ripples that strong? This 

shouldn’t be the case!” Sanzang frowned. 

“Let’s go, there isn’t much great natural luck left. We should go back.” There were Golden Undead 

Knights who said with a sigh. 

The others nodded, all of them feeling helpless. 

Shi Hao looked forward to ending this early so he could leave. Otherwise, mixing together with this 

group of undead knights for a long time would definitely result in being exposed. 

“Brother Huang, did you forget? We have to join hands and enter that ancient cave. Legend has it that 

there is a secret palace with unmatched natural luck inside!” Shenming said. 



“This... is too dangerous. From the past until now, not many people were able to return alive.” Shi Hao 

didn’t want to go. 

“This time, our preparations were ample, all of us having burial treasures that can withstand the 

inauspicious. We can enter that ancient palace.” Sanzang said. He also persisted with this. 

“That place has the secrets related to Burial Kings!” Shenming secretly transmitted, telling Shi Hao. 

This left him shaken. He desired power greatly, the so-called Burial Kings were on the same level as 

Anlan and Shutuo, representing the peak level of power in this world! 

There were secrets of this level in the ancient cave below the abyss? 

Shi Hao still believed firmly that cultivation was interconnected. Even if they were different species, 

cultivation systems different, there would still be similarities that could be used as a reference, able to 

inspire enlightenment. 

That was why right now, he was moved! 

“Relax, we don’t want to die either. We won’t throw our lives away!” Sanzang said. They needed Shi Hao 

to join them. 

It was because Shi Hao had at least three burial treasures on him. This type of thing was too valuable in 

burial region, able to protect against dangers, allow them to pass through danger spots! 

Shenming said, “Our burial treasures are all extraordinary. With so many together, now that there is a 

Nine-Faced Burial Stone, powerful burial treasure auras can be released to protect us.” 

In the end, Shi Hao was convinced, following them. 

“You all... are just throwing your lives away. Don’t act recklessly! 

“This is too dangerous! If you all do this, none of you will be able to return! You have to think things 

through!” 

The other Golden Undead Knights all revealed shocked expressions, all of them advising against this. 

It was because it wasn’t like no one went down there before, but they all died miserably below. 

“We know when to advance and when to stop!” Sanzang said. 

In the end, they went down. The three of them, together with two stalks of long life medicine entered 

the great black abyss, triggering the alarm of all of the Golden Undead Knights. They all stood on the 

surface, waiting nervously. 

Shi Hao and the others’ speeds were extremely fast, immediately rushing out several thousand zhang. 

This place really was unimaginable, just how deep was it? It was because they were still far from 

reaching its end! 

Sure enough, another powerful devouring force appeared, wishing to tear them apart. 

Kuang dang! 



Shi Hao produced the black cauldron, enlarging it to surround their group, using this burial treasure. 

Then, with this type of speed, they continued for quite some time. 

Not long afterwards, a sphere of light appeared, hazy and indistinct, just below them. The powerful 

devouring force originated from there, absorbing essence energy in all directions, taking in and sending 

out immortal light. 

On the stone walls of the abyss was an ancient cave. This wasn’t the bottom. 

“This is the cave!” Sanzang said, extremely certain. 

“Let’s go inside!” Shenming was extremely daring, taking the lead. A set of mysterious armor appeared 

on her body, glistening and brilliant. 

At the same time, Sanzang produced a bell. It floated above him, releasing drawn-out ripples, breaking 

down that powerful devouring force. 

When Shi Hao saw this, he enlarged the Darkness Immortal Gold Cauldron, covering himself and the two 

medicines in defense. 

“We are going in!” Sanzang shouted. 

Chi! 

The three moved together, rushing in. 

Hong! 

Terrifying light appeared. This was death light. If it shone on a living creature, it would destroy them, 

scatter their souls. 

From the past until now, it was unknown just how many undead knights were buried here. 

In that instant, Sanzang roared, Shenming shouted. Everything before Shi Hao’s eyes went dark. Even 

with the burial treasures protecting them, the three still suffered a disaster. 

After who knew how much time had passed, Shi Hao opened his eyes. He discovered that his body was 

in tatters, full of holes, basically in pieces. 

However, he was currently healing, recovering because of a wave of thriving life force. 

“Remember, you owe me a life.” The old medicine said weakly. It was faint and lacking in luster, clearly 

shone on by that radiance, paying a great price. 

Sanzang and Shenming both fainted. Their bodies were in tatters, but they shouldn’t be dead. 

The other immortal medicine was also muddle-headed, unconscious. 

“You had me drink immortal medicine elixir?” Shi Hao said. It was because there was a fragrance in his 

mouth that was surging with life force, precisely originating from that type of elixir. 

“As long as you understand!” The long life medicine said proudly. 



“This type of fragrance doesn’t seem like yours, it feels like...” Shi Hao was suspicious, couldn’t help but 

look towards the other stalk of immortal medicine, purple radiance rising. 

“No shit, of course it’s not mine. Do you think I’m retarted? Why would I sacrifice myself for you?” The 

old medicine wasn’t ashamed at all. 

Shi Hao was immediately speechless. It wasn’t even your elixir, yet you can act this proud? 

However, it was this old medicine that saved him after all, it wasn’t good to act out. Instead, his eyes 

shone and said, “Why don’t you help me get a few more drops of immortal medicine elixir?” 

“Stop right there, don’t even think about it. I took the risk and got a drop for you to drink, this is already 

extreme benevolence, saving your life. If you steal another drop, that immortal medicine will notice. At 

that time, it’ll definitely fight me to the death.” The old medicine said. 

Shi Hao gave it a look of disdain. This old medicine really wasn’t honest and sincere, stealing the elixir of 

others, not using its own. 

“How are their conditions?” Shi Hao asked the old medicine, looking towards Sanzang and Shenming. 

“They won’t die, they all have exceptional burial talismans on them. Those are body protecting 

talismans, their chances of survival after entering this cave are much greater than yours!” The old 

medicine said. 

Sure enough, soon afterwards, Sanzang and Shenming revived, moreover quickly treating their wounded 

bodies. 

The burial talismans on their bodies had strange and immeasurable powers! 

“Let’s go, continue forward!” Sanzang said. He and Shenming exchanged a look, both of them revealing 

a strange expression. It was because Shi Hao woke up even before them, leaving them shocked. 

The burial cave was extremely deep, and also extremely vast. 

They advanced step by step, not that fast, walking over a hundred li now. This really was shocking. This 

ancient cave was actually this large! Fortunately, the death light no longer appeared, so they didn’t 

suffer damage again. 

After another period of time passed, a gentle radiance was transmitted from up ahead, surrounding this 

place. 

“We arrived, we... actually really found this place!” Shenming was so excited she almost cried out, not 

watching her appearance at all. 

“Really, it’s that ancient palace! We found it!” Sanzang was also moved, his voice shaking a bit. 

Shi Hao also saw it. That ancient palace was extremely hazy, surrounded in hazy radiance, faintly 

discernible. 

They were almost there! 

They rushed up to the ancient palace. They felt a wave of hesitation, should they directly break in? 



“Do you feel it? It’s origin energy!” Sanzang said with a trembling voice. 

“It is! I can sense it! Those are origin fluctuations, that type of unmatched aura!” Shenming was also like 

this, her beautiful eyes full of shock and excitement. 

Shi Hao frowned. This was the land of origin? He really didn’t understand. 

“This place really is special, it is most likely really the land of origin!” The long life tree secretly told Shi 

Hao. 

Chapter 1490 - Breaking Into the Palace 

“Land of origin?” Shi Hao didn’t understand. Just what was it that originated from this place? 

However, he couldn’t directly ask Sanzang or Shenming, he could only secretly chat with the long life 

tree, have it answer his questions. 

“It has something to do with the undead knights’ origin. It is rumored that their origins are extremely 

complex, also extremely shocking!” The immortal medicine secretly replied. 

This left Shi Hao shocked. Was there another saying regarding the undead knights’ origin and rebirth? 

Were they different from other clans? 

“We have to enter. If we really succeed, in the future, we might become Burial Kings, become the most 

powerful existences!” Shenming was extremely stirred up. Her head of fiery red long hair fluttered 

about, vivid eyes widening greatly. 

Sanzang was also excited, different from his previously earnest appearance. His head of golden long hair 

was resplendent like a blazing sun. He clenched his fists, releasing a low roar. 

“Let’s work together to break inside!” Sanzang said. 

The ancient palace was massive, several dozen thick pillars towering. They were a faint white color, 

standing before them, giving off a dignified and divine feeling, even more so having mottled imprints of 

time. 

This palace towered for at least a great era or two, but it never collapsed, this alone enough to explain 

many things. 

It was piled up from giant rock, every piece of stone material corroded by time until all light was lost, as 

if they had been polished. They more or less had some signs of erosion, but they were still sturdy, only 

having a feeling of great changes added to it. 

The stone was not brilliant, but the entire palace gave off a hazy radiance. The light didn’t touch the 

stone, only surrounding the palace surface. 

This was a simple and ancient giant palace, one that fully embodied the past. 

Meanwhile, the surrounding divine light added a type of mysterious coloration. 

“Can it be entered?” Shi Hao asked. 



Right now, they arrived before the palace, feeling a type of mysterious power. That type of light didn’t 

hurt anyone, but it stopped them from proceeding. 

Beneath the stone stairway before the great palace was a lot of dust. There was white-colored, gold-

colored, even black-colored dust, all of them different, carrying yin energy. 

This was originally a holy land, but it was actually this strange underneath the platform. 

“The ashes of powerful beings!” Sanzang said. He immediately came to this type of conclusion. 

It was because before coming here, he already did a lot of research, reading through many ancient texts, 

knowing a few mysteries of this place. 

Shi Hao was speechless. It was extremely dangerous even at the ancient cave’s entrance, he almost died 

in the process. Meanwhile, if those two Golden Undead Knights didn’t have body protecting talismans, 

they would have definitely died under that death light as well. 

“There were actually this many experts who reached this place since ancient times...” Shi Hao said with 

a sigh. 

“Seniors truly are venerable, for the sake of pursuing the ultimate secrets, none of them feared death.” 

Shenming said. 

This place was extremely unordinary, it was definitely extremely difficult to enter. Now, they were 

starting to look around. 

“We are going to stake it all. If we can enter, who knows, we’ll become three great Burial Kings in the 

future, become burial region’s three giants. Do you all dare enter?” Even though Shenming looked 

elegant and beautiful, a world-toppling beauty, right now, she was extremely outgoing, her words 

resounding, wishing to immediately charge forward. 

“We are naturally going to take the risk, use all methods!” Sanzang nodded. 

Shi Hao really, really didn’t want to. If there weren’t any dangers, he naturally would want to explore, 

search for ways to become stronger. 

However, right now, this place was extremely dangerous, moreover related to undead knights. The 

meaning wasn’t that great to him. He didn’t want to enter at all. 

“Let me think things over!” He said. The immortal medicine was also like him, not wishing to enter. 

“Then I will go first!” Shenming said. She immediately walked forward, a layer of divine armor covering 

her. Moreover, there was a strange pendant hanging from her forehead. 

Chi! 

In that instant, the ancient palace’s doors shone, the steps surging with endless auspicious multicolored 

light, immediately drowning out this place. It was terrifying beyond compare. 

“Ah...” Shenming shouted out, as if she endured unimaginable pain. 

Kacha! 



The pendant between her brows immediately shattered, but large amounts of patterns extended out, 

immediately covering her, protecting her true body. 

“What? That is the aura of a Burial King!” The long life tree was shocked. 

That pendant was unusual, hiding the power of a Burial King. Right now, it turned into mysterious 

patterns, protecting Shenming. 

She staggered, but in the end, she rushed into that ancient palace! 

At the same time, Shi Hao felt something wrong. The fluctuations in this place were too intense, as if the 

entire ancient palace was a huge monster that was reviving. 

“I am going as well.” Sanzang turned around. He smiled towards Shi Hao, extremely gentle, but also a bit 

strange. 

They were already this far in, yet they could still smile? 

Sanzang was even more direct, producing a magical decree. It was extremely terrifying, the aura 

released unimaginable. Tens of thousands of symbols released kengqiang noises, as if blades were 

resonating. 

“Burial King decree!” The long life medicine was shocked. Moreover, it believed that this was a great dao 

magical decree inscribed seriously by that Burial King. 

Hong! 

The multicolored light on the platform was blasted apart. A crack appeared over there. Sanzang rushed 

in, even though his body shook, blood gushing out from his body, he still successfully entered. 

“Those two both had their preparations, having powerful Burial Kings supporting them!” The long life 

tree said. 

Shi Hao turned around to leave. He definitely didn’t want to participate. Those two individuals both had 

Burial King secret treasures on them, able to protect themselves. If he rashly entered, he would 

undoubtedly die. 

However, things exceeded his expectations! 

The ancient palace’s fluctuations became increasingly intense. Auspicious light was released in endless 

streaks from the stairs, and then it actually began to spin about, turning into a golden vortex, swallowing 

everything. 

“Not good!” 

Shi Hao released a strange cry. Even though he was doing everything he could, he was still surrounded 

by the golden vortex, swept in. 

If he fell inside, without the magical artifacts Burial Kings bestowed, he would definitely die! 

Shi Hao finally knew why Shenming and Sanzang smiled, the smile so strange. It was because the two of 

them long foresaw that he would definitely be forced in. 



This place had quite a few mysteries. He didn’t know about them, but those two did. 

Kuangdang! 

Shi Hao immediately brought out the Darkness Immortal Gold Cauldron, having it quickly enlarge. Shi 

Hao brought the long life medicine with him, rushing inside, and then closing the lid. 

In addition, he produced the Ten Thousand Spirit Diagram and Everlasting Sword Core, facing it 

seriously. 

Dang! 

One could hear a clear noise. Then, there was a rumbling sound. The auspicious multicolored light 

continuously bombarded the Immortal Gold cauldron. Then, Shi Hao felt as if the world was spinning. 

That golden vortex moved, as if it was going to make this cauldron break apart. 

Sure enough, the Immortal Gold cauldron already couldn’t hold on. After all, it was cracked, long 

damaged. 

At this time, through the cracks, he could see streak after streak of resplendent light extending over, 

directly drowning out the cauldron. 

Shi Hao did everything he could, displaying all of his precious techniques, resisting with full force. 

However, this was meaningless. This wasn’t a confrontation at the same level of power. As soon as he 

made contact, the bones in his body released pi pa sounds, several dozen of them broken! 

Moreover, his flesh was badly mangled, about to explode! 

He brandished the Everlasting Sword Core, hacking outwards. He held the Ten Thousand Spirit Diagram 

in defense. 

However, that type of blazing radiance was everywhere, the Ten Thousand Spirit Diagram ineffective for 

the first time. 

It was because this wasn’t a frontal attack, but rather one coming from everywhere. That type of 

radiance turned into water ripples, submerging this place. 

Weng! 

At the crucial moment, the Everlasting Sword Core trembled, releasing ascension light, forcing back the 

multicolored light. 

However, this provoked an even more terrifying attack. This light really seemed to have condensed into 

water ripples, quickly pouring over, becoming even stronger. 

Hu! 

After a wave of trembling, crazy winds roared about. The Everlasting Sword Core floated up on its own, 

apart from ascension light, there were also other irregular scenes! 

Up above, there was a human-shaped creature that ascended to immortality, a rain of light scattering 

down, filling the skies. It was too dazzling, blinding to the point where one couldn’t open their eyes. 



Below, there were expanse after expanse of ancient burial regions, tombs endless, a dark red color, 

unknown just how many creatures were buried. 

Under the blood-soaked dusky sunset, there was a human creature who sat on a copper coffin, looking 

lonesome and melancholic. 

Blood flowed about, turning into a stream, passing through burial lands one after another, silent and 

terrifying. 

The ancient burial land was soaked in blood. Only that copper coffin’s place was peaceful, no blood 

approaching it. A human creature sat on it, head tilted, gazing towards the blood-soaked sunset. 

This was the second time this scene appeared. Even under these current circumstances, it still left Shi 

Hao shocked. 

Right now, Shi Hao had the misconception that the blazing multicolored light inside the dark gold coffin 

became blood, while the Everlasting Sword Core became that copper coffin, drifting along. 

Only by grabbing the sword core could he protect himself. 

This was a type of extremely strange transformation. Eventually, it was as if everything disappeared, no 

immortal ascension scene, nor was there any heavy destructive light. 

There was only that copper coffin resting in a sea of blood. 

Hong! 

After who knew how much time had passed, everything shook, and then it all disappeared. Regardless of 

whether it was the auspicious multicolored light, the ascension rain, or the ancient burial land and blood 

graves, they all vanished. 

There was only Shi Hao grabbing the Everlasting Sword Core, sitting in the cauldron. 

He knew that he definitely passed through the obstructions, entering the ancient palace. 

Shi Hao quickly put away the sword core and other things. With a kuang dang noise, he opened the 

cauldron lid, walking out from inside. The Immortal Gold cauldron returned to being the size of a fist, 

appearing in his hand. 

It was clear that Sanzang and Shenming were shocked, not expecting Shi Hao to be able to enter as well. 

“Brother Huang is formidable after all, admirable!” Sanzang said. 

Shi Hao didn’t reply, instead staring forward. His attention was deeply captivated. 

In reality, Sanzang and Shenming also immediately concentrated their attention on a consecrated object 

at the center of the ancient palace. 

The source of the aura was actually this thing! 

Right now, it was flowing with brilliant colors, dazzling radiance pervading outwards. Brilliant divine 

multicolored light flickered about, continuously changing, as if they arrived in a long life country. 



“Origin?!” Shi Hao asked. He narrowed his eyes, carefully sizing it up, wishing to see its main body 

clearly. 

Sanzang and Shenming were even more uneasy, really wishing to immediately merge with it, become 

Burial Kings! 

 


